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Walk about Zion, and go round about
her; tell the toivers thereof.
Mark ye well her bulwarks, consider her
palaces; that ye may tell it to the generation
following.

(34

For this God is our God for ever and
ever; he will be our guide even unto death.
For thou hast been a shelter for me, and
a strong tower from the enemy.
Psa. 48:12-14; 61:3.
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The West Wall of Jerusalem
God is our refuge and strength, a very
present help in trouble.
Therefore will not we fear, though the
earth be removed, and though the mountains be carried into the midst of the sea;
Though the waters thereof roar and be
troubled, though the mountains shake with
the swelling thereof. Selah.
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There is a river, the streams whereof
shall make glad the city of God, the holy
place of the tabernacles of the Most High.
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God is in the midst of her; she shall not
be moved: God shall help her, and that right
early.
Psa. 46:1-5.
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A Gas Mask
It was Germany that started the gas
mask business during the World War. Now
she has a new type of mask which is known
as the "Full View" gas mask. In previous
types the wearer could only see straight
ahead through the small goggles. But in
the new type of mask which is of wholly
transparent material, clear vision is permitted in all directions.
Despite world depression the preparation
for war goes merrily on.
New Noninflammable Gasoline

over the Central and Eastern States of the
Union, cannot get off the ground when it is
loaded with its full war equipment.
There are too many Christians loaded
down with one thing and another who would
never be able to get off the ground should
the Lord come. Well, some things might
as well be unloaded any way.
New York City Considered Foreign
The Boston Transcript recently stated
that, "Just as it is said that France does not
begin till you get to the third floor so it is
appropriate to say that America does not
commence until one gets outside of New
York City."
The 1930 census shows of the 6,930,000
people who live in the metropolis, 5,820,000,.025 are classed either of foreign birth or of
foreign white stock. 2,293,000 are classed
as foreign born whites and 2,748,000 as native whites of foreign or mixed parentage.
Now we can understand some of its notables.

much of a bad thing and efforts are being
made to offset any further credit contraction. Conservative men in the business
world sincerely believe that the retreat from
deflation is under way; that the solstice of
financial sanity has set in and that we may
finally hope for some sunshine in the spring
and perhaps a happier 1932 with respect to
the financial situation than the year just
ended.
Daniel Willard, chairman of the Railroad
Wage Committee, expresses confidence that
the negotiations for reduction in wages will
result satisfactorily. He indicates that a
wage reduction of 10 percent and the revenue from increased foreign rates would
add $300,000,000 to railroad income in 1932.
It is hoped this emergency fund will meet
any shortage in bond interest next year and
provide the necessary funds for other railroad obligations.

An Unjust Balance
"This nation is equipped with the resources and the mechanism to maintain every American man, woman and child in
comfort and decency, on a level above that
ever enjoyed by any people anywhere in the
past or in the present. And yet the paradox
of starvation beside the heaps of plenty.
You cannot in this temple and in
Reducing Salaries
communion with your God maintain
that in naked truth this thing is
It is not likely that the Congressright and righteous.
men and Representatives will greatWORLD SURVEY
"I say that an industrial order
ly favor a reduction in the pay of
that over the last decade has steadgovernment employees. They repreily raised the volume and value of
sent the spirit of entirely too many
According to the most reliable estimates availits product, while steadily decreasfolks in America who would like to
able, the population of the world is 1,693,780,000.
ing the number of the employed,
help out in some way to relieve the
faces a day of reckoning that deThe population of Europe is
443,975.000
depression so long as it does not remands a drastic readjustment.
I
lieve them personally of any of their
United States and possessions
107,114,000
am not a prophet of despair solely,
income. A few Congressmen exCanada and Newfoundland
9,056,000
because I believe this nation will
pressed a willingness to take a salhave intelligence enough to work out
Australia and Oceanica
7,680,000
ary cut but the big majority rethat readjustment. If that fails—
mained silent on the subject.
Arctic and Antarctic Regions
14,000
but it cannot fail!"—Matthew Well,
Vice president of A. F. of L.
The folkiwing table shows the distribution of the
Another McDonald Meeting
millions of souls, and their places among the nations of the world known as the Mission Fields:
Banditry in the Country
It seems that Prime Minister Mc15,503,000
Donald is very fond of parlies. He
India
319,075,000 Mexico
The modern paved road h a s
surprised the House of Commons a
Japan
77,606,000 Central
brought with it new problems for
few days ago during a debate with
America .... 5,790,000
Dutch East
the farmer, foremost of which is the
the statement that his government
Indies
49,350,000 West Indies .. 8,648,000
crime problem.
Recently three
would call a Conference of governSouth
Philippine
ments to investigate all the causes of
bandits drove to the farm of LawAmerica ....63,855,000
Islands .... 10,351,000
the world economic depression.
rence Elliott, well-to-do farmer liv136,175,000
Turkey
10,000,000 Africa
ing near Salem, Indiana. When he
320,880,000
Persia
9,500,000 China
refused to open his safe, in which he
Mexico
Other Asia
99,208,000
kept bonds and other valuables, the
brigands clubbed him over the head
Catholic churches in Cordoba,
with a pistol, then shot him in the
state of Vera Cruz, were reopened
back. He died the next day.
after being closed for five months as
This brutal killing reminds us that the
protest against law limiting priests to one
The Financial Outlook
farm in these days is no longer the safe
for each 100,000 inhabitants.
The thermometer of business has experi- place that it was in early times. If you
enced very little change during the past have bonds or other negotiable securities,
We Take Comfort
week. The prospect of prompt stabilization the safest place for them is in a safety deAfter exercising all the care possible we and strengthening of the domestic finan- posit box at a bank. The risk of keeping
always feel badly when a typographical er- cial situation is the most promising spot in them in your own home is too great.
ror appears in the paper. Of course, we see the business picture as 1931 passes unlaa great many of them elsewhere but do not mented into oblivion.
The Menace of Russia
take much comfort in them as we aim to
The past year has been a trying year
keep up the standard which we have set for in many respects. It has tried the financial
Cardinal Bourne, head of the Roman
ourselves in the printing of the paper. But resources of men and nation and especially Catholic Church in Great Britain, recently
when we noticed that New York City spent so of banking institutions.
Difficulties declared that Russia was "the greatest
$1,300,000 for a school to honor Herman growing out of uncontrolled deflation was danger
to the civilized world" and warned
Ridder and then spelled his name wrong perhaps the most formidable factor frus- his people
that they must oppose themselves
on. the marble arch, we take consolation.
trating domestic readjustment during the to the subversive influence of Bolshevism.
past year. Foreign influence has also play- He finds that Bolshevists working among
ed a large part in postponing a recovery the British unemployed may undermine their
Too Much Weight
from depression and there is little to be loyalty to the government. Catholics were
Some one now comes forward with the hoped for from this source.
urged to respect authority and to realize
story that when the Akron, the Navy's new
Financial leaders who favor deflation that Russia's methods have brought her to
dirigible which recently passed so proudly have acknowledged that there can be too a state of utter degradation.
The Standard Oil Company announces the
discovery of a gasoline which is noninflammable but is claimed to be more combustible
than the present high test aviation fuel.
Should this prove successful, which it seems
to have done in aeroplane tests, it will
greatly reduce fire hazards when aeroplanes
crash.
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Evangelical Visitor
A Bi-Weekly Religious Journal
"The

harvest truly is great, but the labourers are few: pray ye therefore the Lord of
the harvest, that he would send forth labourers into his harvest." Lk. 10:2.
Entered as second-class matter, at the post office at Nappanee, Indiana, under Act of March 3, 1879.
Accepted for mailing at special rate of postage provided in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917.
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Evangelical Visitor begins its
A S45ththevoyage
from January to Decem-

ber of the year 1932 w e send greetings to
our ever increasing family of readers. W e
want to thank those w h o have so kindly
written us of their appreciation of the
Christmas number of the paper and for the
other numbers of the past year as well. It
affords us a great pleasure to tell you that
in addition to the many copies of the
Christmas number sent out to new names
we have had a call for over 400 additional
sample copies which w e hope will result
in a splendid increase of new subscribers.
Is there not some friend to whom you
could send the paper this year, if you
really tried? Perhaps some missionary, or
Christian worker, or neighbor, who needs
the inspiration which they are sure to get
from the regular visits of the paper? W o n ' t
you please send these names now so that
we can begin their subscriptions with this
number?
Some few years ago religious circles in
America were much interested in the book,
written by Charles M . Sheldon, called, "In
His Steps" or " W h a t W o u l d Jesus Do?"
This book was widely read and I personally have never forgotten the impression
the book made upon me and in thinking of
what was the most vital message which w e
could weave into this new year editorial,
we are brought to the conclusion that we
can find nothing more suitable than to
suggest that w e adopt as a motto with
which to preface our plans and activities,
our contacts and operations, whether in
business or worship, in work or play, than
to resolve here and now that we will endeavor by the grace of God to do in all
things that which we believe Jesus would
do under like circumstances, keeping this
in mind, "We will take Christ as our example in everything."
For this is really
the foundation from which must spring
those feelings and motives which will govern our attitude toward men and things.
Let us then determine to be courageous
in all things and not allow discouragement
to have a place in our lives. W e have before us a wonderful example in the person

of our Lord Jesus who had much to discourage Him, who had ever the cross before Him as H e faced the day with its
varied responsibilities. Men's hearts were
slow to believe; they failed to understand
His motives and purposes and yet H e was
victorious. Let us ask God to make perfect this same grace in our hearts. W e
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are sure that H e will do this for us and
will assure our hearts before Him if w e
trust His grace in the hour of darkness; in
the moment when discouragement would
seem to make us give way. W e cannot
think of Christ and His life of victory and
sacrifice without taking fresh courage in
the midst of any battle and girding ourselves anew for the fray.
Insofar as the world outlook is concerned there is little which would bring
encouragement along material lines. It is
true that some picture a relief for con-

Number 1
ditions as just ahead of us. There are
others who hold out to us a very dark picture, but we thank God that the greatest
of futures lies just ahead for the people of
God. In Jesus Christ we find something
to grow into; not out of. The past may
have been wonderful; the future will be
greater, for "They that are wise shall win
many to righteousness and they shall be
strong and shall do exploits." It is not our
strength; it is the strength of Jehovah that
brings courage.
As the Lord said to
Joshua, "Only be thou strong and very
courageous"; so H e still speaks to us. Let
us, therefore, take courage and trust Him
to lift our heads from the pall of despair
and give us the victory from day to day.
Let us asA: and accept Jehovah's guidance in our lives. It may be that too many
of us feel that we ought to be constantly
happy and that if things cross our pathway
which do not contribute to our happiness
and joy that the Lord is displeased with us.
Let us not be concerned so much about our
personal happiness as we are about doing
the things that please Him. T h e secret of
joy, the secret of progress, the secret of
abiding fellowship from day to day, all
lie in the way we walk with God. W h a t a
comforting thought it is to the Christian
that the Holy Spirit is freely given unto all
them that believe on Him and that it is
His great mission to direct our footsteps
through all the checkered pathway of life.
After a final retrospect over the year that
is past let us waste no tears. If we are
conscious, which no doubt most of us are,
of failure, of inability to accomplish things
which we most hoped to accomplish for
the Master, let us remember that we have
a wonderful God who is so abundantly able
to restore all the years that the canker
•worm hath eaten or the caterpillar hath destroyed. There is no power on earth save
the power of the cross that can in any wise
restore wasted years or a wasted life.
M a y God grant us grace then that as
we enter into the new year we may do
so with joyful anticipation, knowing that
in the darkest hour there is a light shining
for us (His W o r d is a lamp unto our feet
and a light unto our path), knowing also
(Continued on page 5.)
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Co-operation in the Church
By P. J.
r

E T H E N , as workers together with
him, (God) beseech you also that
ye receive not the grace of God in vain."
II Cor. 6:1.
T o cooperate means to work together.
It is all important that there should be cooperation in the church, because if there is
not, the work of the Lord is hindered. W e
have a number of examples of cooperation
in the Scriptures. W h e n the Israelites
conquered the walled cities in Canaan
there was victory as long as there was
cooperation. W h e n Nehemiah built the
wall at Jerusalem there was cooperation.
"For the people had a mind to work."
Neh. 4:6. Jesus believed in cooperation,
for H e prayed to His Heavenly Father
that the disciples might all be one. John
17:21. Paul believed in cooperation, for
he wrote to the church at Corinth, "that
ye all speak the same thing." I Cor. 1:10;
Phil. 3:16. The apostle Peter believed in
cooperation for he says, "Yea all of you
be subject one to another." I Pet. 5:5.
This is sufficient proof from Scripture
to show that it teaches cooperation. N o w
let us see if there is any other reason why
we should manifest a spirit of cooperation.
God's plan for the dispensation is to take
out a people for his name. Acts 15:14.
His method is to do it by means of witnessing, Acts 1:8, and preaching. I Cor. 1:
21. "It pleased God by the foolishness of
preaching to save them that believe."
On this plan of salvation God expects
all of His people to cooperate. If we fail
to do so we hinder the work of the Lord.
Let us not think this is of little import, to
my mind it is very important.
Before I proceed with this subject I want
to make some very strong statements. To
some people they will seem to be entirely
too strong and too radical. Nevertheless
the statements that I am about to make
are true, and the sooner we realize it the
better it will be, and the more work we
will be able to do for the Master.
God's purpose is that all men should be
saved. I Tim. 2:4; Ezek. 33:11. Every
paragraph in our Constitution and ByLaws, every decision of General Conference centers around this one theme, viz.,
the salvation of a lost world. Perhaps
some of my readers think this statement
is too strong. However, I wish to say that
that is my conviction. Since this is so,
every member of the Brethren in Christ
Church should manifest a spirit of cooperation with constituted authority. O,
what a power for good we might be, if
we would all cooperate! I shall now mention a few concrete examples how we may
work together in the work of the Church.
W e all know that we have a Publishing
House at Nappanee, Indiana. D o we cooperate with our Publishing House? D o

Wiebe
we take the Evangelical Visitor, and if we
take it, are we prompt in paying our subscriptions? If we need a Bible, do we
send to our own Publishing House, or do
we buy it somewhere else? Perhaps some
of you think, "I can do as I please about
that." Yes, you can, but that is not cooperation. Let us cooperate along this
line for it will encourage the management
of the Publishing House, and will be a
blessing to us.
In the minutes of General Conference of
1902 we find this statement: " W e must
respectfully advise that the brethren and
sisters do not absent themselves from their
home church duties to attend meetings of
other societies, or affiliate themselves with
other church societies; believing it to be
detrimental to their fidelity to, and usefulness in the church, and also discouraging
to their pastors and to others." W h e n the
highest authority of the church gives this
advice, should we not cooperate? I know
from experience it is very discouraging to
pastors when members absent themselves
from religious services. W h e n he has to
preach to a very small congregation, and
he knows that some members are attending
some other service, or perhaps are out
pleasure riding, how discouraging it is.
Paul says, "Not forsaking the assembling
of ourselves together, as the manner of
some is." Hebrews 10:25. Let us be
faithful in attending the prayer meetings,
revival meetings, preaching services, etc.
It will be an encouragement to others, and
a blessing to our own souls.
It is the rule of the church that once in
three years every official shall pass an
examination. From some of the reports
at General Conference it is very evident
that some officials are rather slow in complying with this rule. Let us show cooperation even along this line. I know it
means a lot of work to look up all the references and fill out the papers, but by
doing so we cooperate with the church.
As soon as we receive our blanks let us
go to work and fill them out, so that there
need be no delinquent list. The same
might be said of some other phases of
church work. Whether it is sending in our
reports to the different boards or to the
Conference Secretary, let us be prompt,
and thus fulfil the admonition of the apostle, "Not slothful in business." Rom.
12:11.
Before closing this article, I would like
to mention one more thought, that is, that
we show a spirit of cooperation in our revival meetings. There are" so many ways in
which we can do this, I shall mention only
a few. As soon as we know that a revival
is to be held in our church we should begin to pray for it. And if in the past we
have not been walking in the light, it
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would be a great help to the meeting if we
ask God to examine us (Ps. 139:23) and
get everything out of the way before the
meetings begin. If we have an ill feeling
toward our brother or sister or nourish
some old grudge it will hinder the meeting.
O, how much harm has been done to revival meetings, because there were those
who refused to be reconciled. But on the
other hand, when there is love and unity
among the members, and all unite in praying for the meetings weeks before they begin, how God manifests his power in saving sinners and sanctifying believers.
Then again it is very helpful when there
is a revival meeting, to have it properly
advertised. I know of instances where a
meeting was held and people who lived
only a short distance from the church did
not know it. You can do a great deal of
good by going from house to house, telling
people about the meetings. And after the
meetings have begun, attend every night
you can, go out of your way to take those
who have no way, and do all you can to
help it along, and be careful you do nothing to hinder it.

Attendance and Behavior
at Church
By J. H. Byer
Be there rain or shine, cold or heat.
G O.Don't
lie abed Sunday morning. Be

a little early. You will enjoy speaking to
other early comers before meeting. T a ke
your purse and change along. Don't honk
your horn at your wife. Help her get
the children ready. Take the children
while they are young. It will give them a
good habit. Take the front seats. It will
please the preacher—and usher if you have
one. Notice the pleased expression on the
preacher's face when he finds the front of
the house full of early comers when he
arrives. Strangers and late comers usually prefer the back seats. It is a hard job
to sing people in. Go in when you arrive.
Bow a few moments reverently in prayer.
If you enter into the worship heartily, you
will soon forget about the faults in temperature. Never speak to another without
good cause. Don't ever visit in church
service. Say "Amen," "Hallelujah," or
"Praise the Lord" out loud if you are led
to do so.
Be joyful in heart and face when the
offering is taken. It is a great privilege to
put money in Heaven's Security Bank.
Close your eyes and keep quiet in tongue
and body—during prayer. Pray for the
preacher and service early Sunday morning
and you will enjoy it better. Don't fidget
even if the sermon is long. It is catching.
Don't block the aisles while visiting. Shake
hands with the one you may not be used
to greeting thus. Avoid loud boisterous
talking or laughing in or near God's house.
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Never give children song books to play
with. Keep the floor clean by not throwing trash on it. Avoid saying one word
against the sermon in any one's presence,
especially your children. Tell the preacher
first.

need be, ye are in heaviness through manifold temptations: That the trial of your
faith, being much more precious than of
gold that perisheth, though it be tried with
fire, might be found unto praise and honour and glory at the appearing of Jesus
Christ." All persons are tempted and Paul
Problems of Young Converts says, "There hath no temptation taken you
but such as is common to man; but God is
1. Weakness. This is only natural, be- faithful who will not suffer you to be
cause they are just "babes in Christ." tempted above that ye are able; but will
They cannot expect to feel like and be as with the temptation also make a way to
mature Christians who have had several escape, that ye may be able to bear it."
years in which to develop and get strong I Cor. 10:13.
in the Lord. N e w convert, just feed on
Someone has said that we cannot prethe W o r d of God, spend time in prayer
vent birds from flying over our heads, but
and communion with God, attend all the
we can keep them from building nests in
means of grace, then follow this up by witour hair. It is not sin to be tempted unless
nessing and working for the Lord, and you
we yield to it.
will gradually grow in grace, and eventually
4. Depression, "heaviness," or cessaget established. A young Christian may
tion of joy. A new convert is sometimes
not be conscious that he is growing in the
perplexed when his inward joy and peace
Lord even though he is doing the above
subsides, when he feels empty as though
things. But neither is one conscious that
he had lost his salvation. But we remind
he is growing physically. He does not
you again of what the Apostle Peter said,
"feel" himself growing. It is only after a
"for a season, if need be, ye are in heavifew months, or a year or so, when he tries
ness . . .," I Peter 1:6. The sun does not
to put on some garment which he has outalways shine; it is sometimes under a cloud.
grown, that he realizes he has developed in
Rather, the sun is always shining but we
physical proportions. Under normal condo not see it all the time. It takes clouds
ditions if one takes nourishment, exercises
to bring rain. W h e n riding on a train we
(works), and keeps in good atmosphere,
sometimes go through tunnels, practically
he will grow and get strong.
a dozen of which I have passed through on
2. Doubt. This was the first temptation a certain long trip which I have made in
of Adam and Eve and has been the most the Southeast. But I noticed that when we
common one all down through the ages. got through a dark, gloomy tunnel we
Satan is "an accuser of the brethren" and again saw the sunshine, scenery, flowers
a "liar from the beginning." . He subtly and a variety of beautiful foliage. I knew
asked, "Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not enough to stay on the train until we got
eat of every tree of the garden?" (Genesis through the tunnel. Let us do the same
3:1) implying that God had not said it, or spiritually—don't jump off the Gospel train
that God did not mean "every" tree. W h e n when you get in a tunnel.—Sel.
Eve replied in the affirmative, stating also
the penalty, "lest ye die," Satan boldly
said, "Ye shall not surely die" Genesis
In Union is Strength
3:4. Eve was enticed to doubt God's own
In Natal, owing to the many mountains,
W o r d , and believed Satan instead.
W h e n Satan later tempted the "second the streams often flow down with great
Adam," Jesus Christ, he used the same force. The Zulus are accustomed, when they
method, saying, "If thou be the Son of God wish to pass through a stream, to join
command that these stones be made bread," hands. The leader has a strong stick in the
Matthew 4:3. But notice how Jesus over- right hand, and gives his left hand to some
came the Tempter: "But he answered and strong man who comes behind him. And
said, It is written (referring to the Old so they form a chain of twelve or twenty,
Testament Scriptures) Man shall not live and help each other to stem and cross the
by bread alone . . . ." vs. 4. As Jesus "who current.
Let us .believe that when in spirit God's
was tempted in all points like as we are"
resorted to the W o r d of God for refuge, people reach out their hands to each other,
there will be power to resist the terrible
so should we.
3. "Divers temptations."
James says, influence that the world can exert. And in
"Count it all joy when ye fall into divers that unity God's children, when they have
(diverse, various or many) temptations: overcome the power of the world and the
knowing this that the trying of your faith flesh, will have power to prevail with God.
worketh patience . . . . Blessed is the man —Andrew Murray, in God's Best Secrets.
that endureth temptation: for when he is
tried, he shall receive the crown of life,
The Transformation
which the Lord hath promised to them that
love him," James 1:3-4, 12. The apostle
Dr. F. B. Meyer has related the followPeter throws further light on the subject ing incident which once took place at a
of temptation, saying, "Wherein ye great- Northfield summer conference, after he
ly rejoice, though now for a season, if had been preaching in the morning:

-

"In the afternoon he (Mr. Moody) appeared with a young apple tree which he
had uproooted from his garden, and commenced the following conversation with his
brother, whom he had brought to the hall
for the purpose, and who is a practical
gardener.
"Erecting the young apple tree on the
platform, and propping it up with one-hand,
he asked:
"'Would this stock produce apples?'
" ' N o ; it is a young forest sapling.'
" 'How, then, did you get these apples?'
" 'We ingrafted the slip of an apple tree.'
" 'How did you graft?'
" 'We made the incision with a knife and
inserted the apple graft.'
'"Well, what next?'
" 'All the sap and strength of the sapling
began to pour into the graft.'
"Turning to me, Mr. Moody said before
all the people:
" 'Is not that something like regeneration,
when Christ comes into our heart and our
life begins to flow through Him?'
"Questioning his brother again, he said:
" 'Supposing there come shoots under the
graft, would they not divert the strength of
the tree?'
"'Certainly; they must be cut off.'
" 'Supposing you cut them off at once, will
they come again?'
" 'There is always a tendency to do so;
but, for the most part, if you cut a shoot
off three times in the same place, it will
not trouble you again there, but the old
stock will probably break out in another
place lower down; and, when you have
thoroughly dealt with that, it will break out
lower down again.'
"Turning to me, Mr. Moody said:
" 'Is not that like our old nature, perpetually striving to get the mastery? There
is nothing for it but to let the Holy Spirit
deal with it.' "—Selected.
/ believe we shall find English believers
much of one mind with the early believers
in their views of such truths as justification
by faith; our need of sanctification by the
work of the Spirit. But in our view of the
Second Advent, in our system it is a star
of the fifteenth magnitude, while in theirs
it was of the first. T h e Church has not
dealt fairly with the prophecies of the Old
Testament; refusing to see there are two
personal advents—one to carry the cross,
one to wear the crown. I have long felt
it one of the greatest shortcomings of the
Church of Christ that we do not preach
enough about this advent of Christ, and
that private believers do not think enough
about it. None of us live on it, work from
it, take comfort in it, as much as God intended us to do.—Bishop Ryle.
" N o calamity can be to us an unmixed
evil if we carry it in direct and fervent
prayer to God."—Sel.
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The Second Coming is Taught in Connection With Almost
Every Vital Doctrine of the Bible
By Stephen A.
Article II.
A V I N G given you already such a
superabundance of Bible proof of the
Lord's Return, we mean to add a great
number more in establishing our contention that His coming again, either before
or after the Rapture, is taught in connection with almost every vital and important
doctrine of the Holy Bible. It is mentioned
from one end of the Scriptures to the
other; in type, in figure, in form, in open
prophecy and allusive utterance, in symbol, in exhortation and in discourse.
/. Repentance and Conversion.
There is no doctrine of the Bible taught
more definitely. "Repent ye therefore, and
be converted that your sins may be blotted
out, when the times of refreshing shall
come from the presence of the Lord; And
he shall send jesus Christ, which before
was preached unto you: W h o m the heaven
must receive until the times of restitution
of all things, which God hath spoken by
the mouth of all his holy prophets, since
the world began." Acts 3:19-26 and 17:
30, 31.
"For they themselves shew of us what
manner of entering in we had unto you,
and how ye turned to God
from
idols to serve the living and true God:
And to wait for His Son from heaven,
whom he raised from the dead, even Jesus,
who delivered us from the wrath to come."
I Thess. 1:9, 10.
"Then welcome, thrice welcome, ye tokens
of God!
W h a t else but His Coming can comfort
afford?
W h a t presence but His set this prisoned
earth free?
O, Star of the Morning, our hope is in
Thee."
//. The Sonship of God's Saints.
"Behold what manner of love the Father
hath bestowed upon us, that we should be
called the .sons of God
N o w are
we the sons of God, and it does not yet
appear what we shall be: but we know
that when he shall appear, we shall be
like him: for we shall see him as he is."
I John 3:1-3. "And now, little children,
abide in him, that when he shall appear,
we may have confidence, and not be ashamed before him at his coming." I John
2:28. Rom. 8:19; Luke 13:35.
///. Santification of Believers.
St. John is very pointed when he says:
"And every man that hath this hope in
him purifieth himself, even as he is pure."
I John 3:3. Heb. 12:14 and Matt. 5:8.
The very key-note of St. Paul's letter
to the church at Thessalonica, was to impress them with the close and essential
connection between the entirely sanctified
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soul and the coming of our Lord and Saviour. Both his writing and prayers were
directed to that specific end: "To the end
he may stablish your hearts unblameable in
holiness before God, even our Father, at
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ with
all his saints." I Thess. 3:13. The very
key to the epistle. "Abstain from all appearance of evil. And the very God of
peace sanctify you wholly; and I pray God
your whole spirit and soul and body be,
preserved blameless unto the coming of
our Lord Jesus Christ." I Thess. 5:22,23.
"For the grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared unto all men, Teaching us that denying ungodliness, and worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world: Looking for that blessed hope and the glorious
appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ." Titus 2:11-13. II
Peter 3:14.
IV. The Glorification and Transfiguration
of Saints.
The effulgent Transfiguration glory presents to us some faint idea of what the
glorification and transfiguration o f the
saints of God will mean: " W h e n he shall
come to be glorified in his saints, and to
be admired in all them that believe (because our testimony among you was believed) in that day." II Thess. 1:7-10.
" W e shall be like him." I John 3:2.
"For our conversation is in heaven; from
whence also we look for the Saviour, the
Lord Jesus Christ, W h o shall change our
vile body, that it may be fashioned like
unto his glorious body." Phil. 3:20, 21.
"Christ the first-fruits: afterward they
that are Christ's at his coming . . . . . . It is
sown in corruption; it is raised in incorruption: It is sown in dishonor; it is raised
in glory: it is sown in weakness; it is raised
in power: It is sown a natural body; it is
raised a spiritual body
W e shall
not all sleep, but we shall all be changed
. . . . and we shall all be changed." I Cor.
15:22-54.
"As for me, I will behold thy face in
righteousness: I shall be satisfied, when I
awake, with thy likeness." Psalm 17:15.
V. The Distribution of Rewards.
"And, behold, I come quickly; and my
reward is with me, to give to every man
according as his work shall be." Rev.
22:12. '
"And thou shalt be blessed: for they
cannot recompense thee: for thou shalt be
recompensed at the resurrection of the
just." Luke 14:14. Rev. 3:11.
"And when the chief Shepherd shall appear, ye shall receive a crown of glory
that fadeth not away." I Peter 5:4.
St. Paul anticipated "His D a y " as the
time to look for satisfaction however much
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he had endured: "Henceforth there is laid
up for me a crown of righteousness, which
the Lord, the righteous judge, shall give to
me at that day: and not to me only, but
unto all them also that love his appearing."
II Tim. 4:6-8.
"White robes were given unto every one
of them." Rev. 6:11.
VI. The Resurrection of the Body.
The Apostle Paul gave us a most delightful exposition on the resurrection: one
we can safely accept and believe.
"Christ the firstfruits; afterward they
that are Christ's at his coming." I Cor.
15:23.
"And as they spake unto the people, the
priests, and the captain of the temple, and
the Sadducees came upon them, Being
grieved that they taught the people, and
preached through Jesus the resurrection
from the dead." Acts 4:1, 2.
"If by any means I might attain unto
the resurrection of the dead." Phil. 3:10,
11.
"Thou shalt be recompensed at the
resurrection of the just." Luke 14:14.
"And many of them that sleep in the
dust of the earth shall awake." Dan. 12:2.
"The Lord himself shall descend from
heaven
And the dead in Christ
shall rise first." I Thess. 4:13-18, and I
Cor. 15:36-54. Job 19:23-27.
"Marvel not at this: for the hour is coming, in the which all that are in the graves
shall hear his voice, And shall come forth
unto the resurrection of life." John
5:25-29.
VII.
The Church—The Bride of Christ
Caught Up.
That the saints of God who are worthy,
will be caught away before the great
"Tribulation" is also very plainly stated.
Jesus evidently refers to this when He put
them on guard against being overcharged
with surfeiting and drunkenness and cares
of life, viz: "Take heed to yourselves, lest
at any time your hearts be overcharged
with surfeiting, and drunkenness, and cares
of this life, and so that day come upon you
unawares. For as a snare shall it come on
all them that dwell on the face of the
whole earth. W a t c h ye therefore, and pray
always, that you may be accounted worthy
to escape all these things that shall come
to pass, and to stand before the Son of
man." Luke 21:34-36.
"Because thou hast kept the word of
my patience, I also will keep thee from
the hour of temptation, which shall come
upon all the world, to try them that dwell
upon the earth." Rev. 3:10.
"And there shall be a time of trouble,
and at that time thy people shall
be delivered, every one that shall be found
written in the book" Dan. 12:1.
"Lord, I want to be in that Number
W h e n the saints come marching in."
"Arise, my love, my fair one, and come
away." Songs of Solomon 2:13.
"The Lord's portion is his people; Jacob
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is the lot of his inheritance . . . . he kept
him as the apple of his eye." Deut. 32:
9-12.
"Yea, I have loved thee with an everlasting love, therefore, with loving kindness have I drawn thee." Jer. 31:3. "I
will receive you unto myself." John 14:
1-3.
He will catch his Bride up unto Himself
and the Marriage of the Lamb will take
place. Rev. 19:6-9. W h a t a family reunion that will be!

This race brings about such an obsession of fear, so that we are so taxing ourselves for national defense that it leaves
but an insignificant energy and insufficient
resources to carry on the many things
which should go to build up the social and
spiritual fabric of the nations. Taxes for
wars, past and future, are so heavy that
there is little enthusiasm to grapple with
social problems. Industry is in constant
fear of being strangled, higher education,
the work of churches and missions must
give way, only military preparedness seems
to flourish and the more this increase the
worse the plight of the economic world.

" W h o , who would live away from his God?
Away from yon heaven, that blissful
abode,
W h e r e rivers of pleasure flow bright over
the plains;
And the noontide of glory eternally
reigns."
"All who walked in white with Jesus,
AH who followed Christ the Lamb,
In this world of sin and darkness shall
behold the great, I am;
And shall hear the shout of victory
As from earth He calls His Bride,
From her place of Tribulation
Nevermore to leave His side."
" W h o is this that cometh up from the
wilderness, leaning upon her beloved?"
Songs of Solomon 8:5.
"As a mother bird hovering over her
young, so shall Jehovah, God of hosts,
protect Jerusalem: leaping forward and
rescuing her." Isa. 31:5.
"The Lord knoweth how to deliver the
godly out of temptation." II Peter 2:9.
"Ye shall say, Blessed is He that cometh." Matt. 23:39.
(Continued).

Which—Kingdom-Builder or
Cannon-Fodder
E Peace and W a r question is toT Hday
the gravest and most pressing

problem which faces civilization and the
world. In this issue it will be our purpose to view the problem as it exists today. W e will discuss three factors which
will immediately show this international
problem as one of the first magnitude.
The first factor which we will consider
is the constant preparation for war which
is today carried on by all civilized peoples
of the world. T h e race for armament is
even greater today than it was in 1913.
The world is now spending five billions of
dollars a year for disarmament, this is a
burden of over $2 per capita or $10 per
family throughout the world. Since the
Disarmament Conference four years ago,
the four Greater Powers have increased
their war expenditure by $500 million or
2 7 % increase per year.
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The second factor which makes war
such an urgent problem lies in the destructive character of modern warfare. Generals and scientists tell us that all life in
London can be wiped out entirely in three
hours. The next great war, if there will
be another, will use germ and gas warfare
such as has never been dreamt of before.
It is of little profit to realize our social
ideals, to educate our fine youth and reorder our economic fabric if there is almost certainty that the whole civilized
world will be blown into fragments. Unless statesmen and scientists find a substitute for war as a final court of appeal
there will be no world to preserve, no
problems to be solved, so the abolition of
war is the primary problem which must be
settled, there seems to' be no use in dealing with any others until this is settled.
The whole affair of war in a civilized world
is such an absurdity that war would be destroyed in a shout of popular derision were
it not for the obsession of fear which still
holds men in bondage to their baser selves.
The third reason for opposing war is
the moral dilemma. If we will be Christians we must all see soon that Jesus Christ
has a relation to the fact of war as He
does have to all other facts of life. W a r
as it is carried on today is an activity in
which no thinking Christian can be faithful to Christ, and an enterprise in which no
church may have a part. The question as
it presents itself is somewhat as follows:
Ought I to identify my will and action with
the state at war or am I bound to express
Christ's will and manifest His Spirit as the
one and only means of furthering His redemptive purpose in the world? Is the
church or the Christian to accept on demand the way of a sub-Christian world or
be true to the Will and W a y of Jesus
Christ at any cost to self and at any risk
of material distress to self or others?
W e average one war to a generation,
that means another great war will be due
by about 1940 if not before. Will we be
men sufficiently strong to try that other
way, can we be Christian so as to avoid
that which may be the total destruction of
civilization? W e must decide soon, for
we are now at the crossroads, which shall
it be?—The Mennonite.

Editorial
(Continued

from page 1.)

that there is shining for us a star of hope.
It is the day star, and if it has arisen in
our hearts it will shine more and more unto the perfect day.
As we cross the threshold of a new year
let us do so courageously and fearlessly,
not counting upon our own strength to
meet the conflicts that await us, but counting on the faithfulness of Jehovah, on the
strength of His own right arm, who has
promised never to leave us nor forsake us.
May we purpose to so weave into our lives
those moments and hours of personal and
private communion, worship, prayer, and
fellowship with Jesus Christ. M a y no
sacrifice be counted too great to make to
spend more time alone with God. It is
here that we find new strength for duty.
It is here that the perplexing problems are
either cleared up to our understanding or
grace is given to commit them to His will.
It is here that the disappointments and
sorrows incident to this life are healed and
buried and forgotten. It is here that the
flood tide of new joy and inspiration
sweeps across the horizon of our soul and
the day star of new hope shines with greater brilliancy.
As we cross the threshold of the new
year may we do so with a bond hope and
expectation that perhaps this is the year
when all the glorious promises concerning
the coming again of our King will be fulfilled—who knows? M a y we, therefore,
abide in Him that should He come we may
be found of Him in peace.

"He Heareth Us"
I John 5:14
There are people of a scientific mind
who object to prayer because they believe
that this world is governed by fixed laws
that do not change. They overlook the
fact that every force is likely to be overcome by a higher force. Away in the distance is Lake Superior, and above it shines
the sun. The sun says to that great body
of water, " Come up, let millions of tons
rise into the upper air." The law of gravitation replies, "No, I hold every drop of
this water down with a power of 6 2 ^
pounds to the cubic foot." But the sun
exerts his power, and the water goes up
gently and invisibly. Then it comes down
again in the rain, watering the farms and
gardens. The lower always yields to the
higher.
When we pray we appeal to the highest
power in the universe and we have the assurance that "he heareth us." — A. C.
Crews, in Westminster Teacher.
The word truth occurs in the New and
Old Testaments the same number of times.
—117.
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Unbalanced Education
By Ernest M. Frey

A

S U C C E S S F U L farmer with a quarter section at his disposal farms all
of it. He does not farm ten acres and let
the rest lie idle. A financier makes all of
his money bring in interest. A prospering
business has its salesmen in all sections of
the country; they are not all concentrated
in one lone market. The faithful servant,
in the parable of our Lord, put ALL of his
talents to work and not just S O M E .
In the recent past our brotherhood has
become very much school minded.
We
saw that the churches that had schools in
which to teach their young people were the
ones that held their young people. W e saw
that the churches who had trained leadership were the ones who made efforts to
train their leadership through schools. And
so we founded schools. Our schools were
so successful in many of their attempts
that almost every community in the church
has been clamoring for a school in its own
vicinity. W e have come to the place where
the financial burden of our schools is no
small item and many of our leaders have
expressed concern lest we be shackled
down by the burden of our schools.
Three very important principles of education, and especially Christian education
or Church education, are these: First, the
process of education should begin at infancy (some might say earlier) and should
continue throughout the growing and developing period. In the second place the
elements that are consciously taught by the
teacher are the ones that are learned by the
pupil. In the third place if education is to
have a strong and lasting influence on any
group—whether the group be church, city,
or nation—that education must influence
and directly train a very large proportion
of the individuals composing that church,
city, or nation.
N o w while it is true that as a church
we have tackled just about as much in the
line of education as we can conveniently
carry financially, and while it is true that
our schools have been of unquestionable
value in holding and training our young
people, yet how do we as a church measure up to the three all important principles
above enumerated? Consider the first:
Education should begin at infancy and continue throughout the developing period.
That oft repeated quotation of the Catholics: "Give me a child till he is six, and
then you can have him", is very true. The
indoctrination of early years is what stands
the test in later life. T o what extent do
we as a church practise this principle? Our
church schools get the young people when
they are ready for High School, after they
are approximately fourteen years old—or
older. And so many have been converted
at our schools and have entered their life-

long service for the Master because of the
efforts of our schools. This fact shows
very clearly two things: It shows that the
efforts put forth in the schools count for
God and the conversion of souls, and it
shows secondly that not enough effort is
being spent getting the children saved when
they are young. -As far as the time element is concerned we are not utilizing education nearly enough. W e place the children of the church in one of our schools
for four years during the adolescent and
late adolescent period and are complacent
thinking that our work is well done. I am
inclined to think that if as much effort—
educational effort—were spent on our very
young children as is spent on those that
attend our Church Schools, and I am
speaking about our own children—those
brought up within the church, then it would
not be necessary for so many to become
converted at so late a date. W e are
spending nothing on the education of early
childhood.
Our teachers are spending
years of study learning how to teach the
older youth but comparatively little effort
is being made to properly mould the Christian development of the very young when
they are in the most plastic period.
N o w the second principle mentioned is
this, that the thing that is learned by the
pupil is the thing that was consciously
taught by the teacher. An illustration will
make that clear. A painter and a photographer see the same view and each makes
a picture of it. W e later examine both the
painting and the photograph. By carefully examining the photograph and using
a magnifying glass in our examination it
is possible for us to discover many things
about the view that escaped the notice of
the photographer, but we will never find
anything in the painting that was not put
there by the artist. Pupils do not learn
things by chance. W e cannot trust in a
"transfer of training." A study of mathematics will not teach the pupil to think
clearly in life U N L E S S , and notice this,
U N L E S S the teacher P U R P O S E S to teach
exact thinking through the mathematics
class. The same is true of religion or religious ideals or religious principles. They
will not be imbibed by a student and become part of his lasting experience and belief if he simply attends a religious school
and gets his education there. These religious things must be taught. Of course
they can be taught in two ways directly
and indirectly and in our own schools both
methods are used but now we are ready
for the vital problem. This more or less
technical pedagogical discussion has been
as a preparation for your unbiased consideration of what I am now ready to present.
Our church schools depend, in a very
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great part, on the indirect method of teaching religion. The majority of students
spend two hours a week in Biblical study
and the rest of the time learning English,
Latin, French, mathematics, science, history, bookkeeping, and the like. This is
not a criticism of those who regulate the
policies of our schools. W e founded
schools to give liberal educations and that
being the case we must teach all these other
things (and might profitably teach more.)
But the fact remains that while we are
directly teaching these secular subjects we
are using the direct method very little
when it comes to the religious side.
N o w a very vital question is this: assuming that our budget for education is as
large as we can make it how should we
spend that money? Since we are practically neglecting the ages from infancy to
around fourteen years, are we wise in appropriating the major part of our funds for
other than the D I R E C T teaching of religious principles? W e r e we to use the
present budget for religious teaching and
concentrate from infancy up would we be
ahead?
Perhaps I should have discussed the third
principle before considering the above
questions. It would fit in very nicely. This
third principle was, in effect, that if education is to be of any large influence to a
church or nation it must contact and influence a proportionately large part of the
individuals who make up that church or
nation. N o w in this respect our program
is rather deficient. So many of our young
people do not find it possible or convenient
to attend our schools and so do not come
into direct contact with the efforts that we
are making. In this day of popular education it is almost out of the question to
expect everyone to go away from home for
their High School training. It just is not
done and it is becoming more and more
difficult for it to be done. I refer now to a
unanimous action. There will always be
a few that can go away but if our educational program is to effect the church as a
whole it must contact more than a F E W of
the young people. It must contact ALL of
them and that is something that our present
method is not doing. And our present
program does very little for those who do
not go away from home to attend our
schools.
Are we like the farmer that farms ten
acres and lets a hundred acres lie fallow?
Is our educational program really balanced?
Are we actually making use of the educational opportunities that are within our
grasp?
This educational problem is a real one.
On the one hand we are doing so little in
comparison with what there is to be done
and on the other hand we are so encumbered with what we have that we fear to
extend our activities. This is a problem
that must be solved by the church at large;
it cannot be solved by the schools alone.
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The schools are doing what they have been
assigned to do and are doing it well, but
there are so many things that no one has
been assigned to do. The C H U R C H must
face the situation that we are doing comparatively little for the younger children
even though early childhood is the most
impressionable time. The C H U R C H must
come to realize that its present efforts are
largely in the secular field, and the
C H U R C H must come to understand that
while she may be doing a very great deal
for a few yet there are hundreds that receive practically no direct benefit whatever
from the thousands or hundreds of thousands of dollars that have been spent by
our own church people for education.

not have found the solid rock long before
they went away to school?

The Father's Love

And then we must consider the special
problems that the young people of to-day
meet up with in High School and College.
There are modernism and all types of doctrine that must be met. It was to give special guidance along these lines that we
founded our schools. W h a t about the majority that never get to attend our schools?
W h a t kind of guidance are we giving to
them? W h a t are we doing to bind them to
the church? W h a t are we doing to enable
them to think through the problems that
they meet? It is for this very thing that
we duplicate so much of the work done in
the public schools. It is for this thing that
we require so much training on the part of
our teachers in the church schools. W e go
to a lot of expense for the sake of the few
that can go to our schools but when it
comes to those who must get their education in the public school we turn the matter over to the Sunday School teacher and
pastor. Both work for their living six days
in the week. W e make no study requirement on either. Is it any wonder that results are no better?

In one of Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman's meetings a man rose to give the following remarkable testimony: "I got off at the Pennsylvania depot one day as a tramp, and
for a year I begged on the streets for a
living. One day I touched a man on the
shoulder and said, 'Mister, please give me
a dime.' As soon as I saw his face I recognized my old father. 'Father, don't you
know me?' I asked. Throwing his arms
around me, he cried, 'I have found you, I
have found you; all I have is yours.'
Men, think of it, that I, a tramp, stood
begging my father for ten cents, when for
eighteen years he had been looking for me,
to give all he was worth."
Such is the love of the heavenly Father
for His sinning children.—Sunday School
Chronicle.

There are two or three ways in which
we can at least partially solve the problem
before us without further encumbering ourselves. Consider these deficiencies in our
present system. Our educational program
does nothing for the younger children.
W h e r e are these younger ones taught religion and by whom? (I refer, of course, to
teaching outside the home.) The pastor
and the Sunday School teachers. Likewise
these are the ones that contact the hundreds
that do not get to go to our church schools.
Here lies one key to the problem. W e as
a church can afford to pay a living wage to
a man or woman to teach mathematics.
Can we afford to make it possible for a
man to give his full time to teach religion?
Before I could qualify to teach mathematics
in our church schools it was necessary for
me to take a long series of studies to prepare for the teaching of that ordinary subject that is taught in every High School in
the world. W h a t requirements do we make
on the one who is to impart the knowledge
of religion to our young people in the Sunday School? In so many of our schools
all we require is a clean Christian character. But before the church paid me any
money to teach mathematics I had to have
more than a Christian character. I had to
understand mathematics. It is reasonable
and proper for us to make such strict requirements on those who would teach a
worldly subject and make no study requirements on those with whom rests the
responsibility of imparting religious knowledge to our children at their most plastic
age? And in many cases the Sunday
School teacher is the only one that gives
them any direct religious teaching.
There are so many of the younger members of the church that give a testimony
something like this: As children they attended Sunday School but were not drawn
to the church. They were ashamed of the
church. They never got any lasting experience. At last they went to a church
school and got their feet on the solid rock.
If their Sunday School teachers had had
the training and had taken the pains to
teach religious principles is there any that
would say that the majority of these would
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I have come to the place that I am almost ready to believe that when it comes
to possibilities for religious training that
touches the lives of the church—the whole
church—and moulds permanent character,
that the Sunday School is just as powerful
if not more powerful than our church
schools. But if we would use these possibilities we must train our teachers. W e
must appropriate money for such training.
W e must require our teachers to study.
W e must encourage them to study. They
must take their work to heart as the educational work of the church. They must
hang on to their work till their scholars
are grounded in the faith, and then they
must hang on to their scholars as they are
going through school and help them through
the difficulties. They must know the difficulties that are before their pupils. If
their pupils are meeting up with evolution
in their school work they must understand
the particular things that they are facing.
T h e y must be as intelligent in presenting
the orthodox view as that worldly teacher
is in presenting the poisonous view.
There are other solutions to the problem
and as we work we will be guided to them.
But of this I am convinced: Unless we make
our educational policy directly touch ALL
of the children of the church and unless
we make it touch them throughout all of
the growing and developing period, then
our policy is unbalanced. I am furthermore
convinced of this: If for the next year the
Sunday School teachers of our church
would collectively study as much as the
teachers in our church schools do for their
work, that the greater harvest would be in
the Sunday School.

Instructions to Young Converts
instructions to young conT HEvertsfollowing
as given by Charles G. Finney

will prove helpful, not only to the new converts themselves, but to pastors and other
workers having to do with young people.
1. Learn to distinguish between emotion
and principle in religion.
2. They should be taught that they have
renounced the ownership of all their possessions, and of themselves. If they have
not done this they are not Christians.
3. Teach them to cultivate a tender conscience. They should keep their conscience
as the apple of their eye.
4. Young converts should be taught to
pray without ceasing. When praying seems
hard, they should go directly to God and
tell Him so. The Spirit will give aid to
all such.
5. Young converts should be taught to do
all their duty. They should never compromise one duty in order to perform another.
6. They should be made to feel that they
have no separate interests.
7. They should maintain singleness of
motive.
8. They should set out with a determination to be useful in the highest degree possible.
9. They should aim, not at comfort, but at
usefulness.
10. They should have the courage of their
convictions and not be afraid to go forward
in the path of duty.—H. of H.
The Missionary is in practice what the
man of liberal philosophy is in sentiment.
-—Chalmers.
There is a warmth and a fragrance in
the breath of the Lord. If you want to
enjoy that breath draw nigh unto Him.
It is in His presence that sweetness is
found, and in His presence alone.—H.
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Funeral was held a t the Chestnut Grove
Church in charge of Bish. M. L. Dohner.

Cross Roads Church, on the above date,
called for the purpose of considering the
postponement of the Conference of 1932,
and attended by about sixty representative
members of the Church in the state of
Pennsylvania, the thoughts embodied in the
various preambles and resolutions, enclosed
on a separate sheet by the eastern wing
of the General Executive Board, were presented by different individuals.^ After due
deliberation the following resolution was
adopted:—
Resolved, that this special council will
be loyal with the General Executive Board
in carrying out the decision of General
Conference of 1931, regarding the convening of General Conference of 1932 at
Upland, California.

KAUFFMAN—Sr. Mary Kauffman was born
Feb. 4, 1852, died Dec. 12, 1931, aged 79 years,
10 months and 8 days. Sister Kauffman was
converted and united with the Brethren in
Christ Church about seven years ago. As
long a s she was able she came to the services,
and in her testimony often said she wished
she would have started sooner to serve the
Lord. She was cheerful and patient in her
affliction. Death was due to paralysis. She
is survived by 6 children, 26 grandchildren and
10 great grandchildren. Her husband preceded
her in death a number of years ago.
Funeral services were held a t the home of
her son, near Mexico, Pa., where she resided.
F u r t h e r services were held in the Lost Creek
Mennonite Church conducted by Bish. L. O.
Musser, assisted by the home ministers. Interment was made in the adjoining cemetery.
Text: Rev. 14:1S.
COURTWRIGHT — Fredrick Courtwright
was born in Mayetta, Kans., Dec. 20th, 1876,
departed this life Dec. 1st, 1931, aged 54 years,
11 months and 11 days. He was united in
marriage to Cora Housknecht on March 17,
1904. Coming to California he lived for 7
years at San Jose, from there he moved to
Upland, where he has lived the past 20 years.
He is survived by his widow and 2 children;
also two sisters and one brother.
Mr. Courtwright had been in poor health for
over a year, and when health permitted he always attended the Brethren in Christ Church,
where he worshipped his Saviour, whom he
had accepted in early life. His great desire
was to live the Christian life, and so be ready
for the Lord to come.
Funeral services were held at the Stone Funeral Home, on Dec. 4th. Elders Adam Book
and Alvin C. Burkholder were in charge of the
service. Interment in the Bellevue cemetery.
SMITH—Bernard Smith passed away on
Nov. 13th, at the home of his brother-in-law,
William F. Conley, Line Lexington, aged 21
years, 2 months, and 9 days. He was only
bedfast ten days before his death.
He was the son of Walter P. Smith, who
used to live near Fairhill. His mother, Anna
C. (Bernard) Smith preceded him in death 9
months ago.
Funeral services were held on Tuesday afternoon at his late residence and further services at the Silverdale meeting house being
in charge of Bish. J. K. Bowers, Eld. H. H.
Hess and Eld. H. B. Stout and Eld. Joseph
Vanderveer of Gladwin, Mich. Eld. H. B.
Stout had Rev. 22:12 for his main text. Burial in adjoining cemetery.

E. V. Publishing House
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General Conference of 1932

Permanent Church Headquarters

Whereas, the General Executive Board
has received petitions from the Church in
several states favoring the postponement of
General Conference of 1932, because of
the financial depression; and
Whereas, the General Executive Board
has no jurisdiction over General Conference rulings; and
Whereas, it is uncertain whether financial conditions will be better or worse by
1933; and
Whereas, railroad and bus fares will be
considerably lower,—fairly well in keeping
with the depression; and
Whereas, districts that are unable to
send a delegate, may be represented by
letter, by first obtaining the sanction of the
Executive Board;—therefore
Resolved, that the General Executive
Board hereby recommends to the Church
at large, the observance of Conference
ruling of 1931, regarding the convening of
General Conference of 1932 at Upland,
California.
Signed, General Executive Board,
Brethren in Christ Church, per Secretary.

Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home
11T5 Bailey Street
Harrisburg, Pa.
Attention of General Conference Secretary

Treasurers of the Different Boards
Executive Board—Jacob T. Glnder, Manheim, Pa.
Foreign Mission Board—Graybili Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Penna.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer,
Hone Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
Albert Belgle, Ridgeway, Out., Canadian Treasurer.
Bineficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Publication Board—Charles E. Clouse, Nappanee, Ind.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kansas.
Tract Committee—B. I. Witter, Navarre, Kansas.

B A M — P h i l i p B a u m , a g e d 75 y e a r s , died a t
t h e h o m e of h i s d a u g h t e r , M r s . C h a r l e s A b y ,
n e a r A s h l a n d , Ohio, a f t e r a n i l l n e s s of s e v e n
weeks.
H e w a s b o r n in Mifflin t o w n s h i p , t h e s o n of
Mr. a n d M r s . P h i l i p B a u m , a n d h a s s p e n t all
of h i s life in t h i s c o m m u n i t y .
He married
S a r a h • R o w l a n d on M a r c h 7, 1878. S h e p r e c e d e d h i m i n d e a t h 12 y e a r s a g o .
He united with
the Brethren
in C h r i s t
C h u r c h , R i c h l a n d - A s h l a n d D i s t r i c t i n 1905. I n
1907 h e w a s o r d a i n e d d e a c o n a n d r e t a i n e d t h e
office till d e a t h .
Survivors a r e t h e one daughter, three grandc h i l d r e n , a n d o n e s i s t e r , M r s . J. W . R e e d of
Ashland.
. '

Campbelltown, Pa., Dec. 17, 1931
At a specially convened council at the

Cannibalism soon sneaks out at the back
door when Christianity has entered a t the
front.—Macfadden.
Let not thy praise be transient—a fit of
music, and then the instrument hung by
the wall till another gaudy day or some remarkable providence makes thee take it
down. David took this up for a life work:
"As long- as I live I will praise Thee!"—
Gurnall.

Reports
M G L E W O O D , OHIO
Fairview Church
A communion service was held at the Fairview Church on Saturday evening, Sept. 19,
beginning at 6 o'clock. Bishops O. B. Ulery
and Wilber Snider met with us. On Sunday
morning Bro. Snider delivered a message on
"The Church of Jesus Christ." We were glad
to have these brethren with us.
Our revival meetings in charge of Bro. John
Hostetter of Clarence Center, New York, began Dec. 1. We want to honor the Holy Spirit
for His faithfulness to our brother in giving
forth such deep, reasonable, and rich Gospel
messages and daily practical truths. On the
evening of Dec. 6, Bro. Hostetter brought
forth a stirring message on t h e theme of "The
Challenge of Life to the Touth of To-day."
At different times during the altar call the
nearness of the presence of the Holy Spirit
was so preciously manifested. We are glad
to report that the Lord definitely met us during the last week of the revival. Some souls
for whom we had been praying were seized
with deep conviction and we're glad they yielded and prayed through to victory. May the
Lord bless them and keep the determination
deep in their hearts to follow Him closely.
There were others who acknowledged their
need but seemingly did not have the courage
to break loose from the enemy. We hope that
they will yet give their hearts to the Lord,
for He needs our young people so much.
May the Lord richly reward our faithful
young brother for his untiring efforts put
forth for the salvation of souls. We wish
God's blessing upon him and his family as
they are engaged in Christian service a t
Clarence Center.
Evelyn Brumbaugh, Cor.
REVIVAL AT MESSIAH HOME
Harrisburg;, Pa.
The meeting began Nov. 20. On Nov. 22d,
Bish. Laban Wingert came and took charge
for three weeks. Our attendance was very
good from the beginning, and a splendid spirit
was manifested all through the meeting. We
had two conversions and several hands were
raised for prayer.
Bro. Wingert came feeling the burden of the
responsibility upon an evangelist, especially in
these perilous times in which we are living.
The brother's messages were simple, plain, and
backed up by the Word of God. May the Lord
richly bless our dear brother in his new field
of activity. We pray that wherever he may
be or go he may constantly have the anointing
of the Holy Spirit upon him.
D. L. Graybili, Cor.
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City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller and
wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld. and Sr.
Earl Bossert.
Chicago Mission—6039 Halstead St., in charge of Sarah
Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish. W. H.
Boyer and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission—1194—14th St., in charge of Eld.
H. W. Landis and wife.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of Barbara
Hitz and workers. Bell Phone, Garfield 6431.
San Francisco Mission, 473 Guerrero St., in charge of Maggie
E. Sollenberger and workers. Phone, Hemlock 1864.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in charge
of Bishop Jonathan Lyons and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings,
Sylvatus, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder H. P. Heisey and
wife, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Elder Albert Engle and
wife, Garlin, Kentucky.
Houghton Mission, Ontario, in charge of Elder Walter D.
Taylor and wife, Fillsonburg, Ont., B. 1.

Orphanages

Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Brother Clarence Herr, Steward;
and Sister Susie Herr, Matron.
Jabliok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sister Mattie
Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harriaburg, Pa.

Evangelistic Slate
M. ». EITGLE, Abilene, Kans.
Carlisle, Pa., Jan. 3-17.
D. K. EYSTBB, Thomas, Okla.
Beginning Dec. 31. West Milton, Ohio.
W. L. BEIOHARD, Dallas Center, Iowa,
Nappanee, Ind., Jan. 24-Feb. 5.
SOTTDERTON, PA.
I<ove Feast—Our love feast was held on the
last of October and the first of November. We
had a good attendance. Bish. J. K. Bowers
read the fourth chapter of Ephesians and made
some comments upon it and told us to remember that we are members one of another.
We also had testimony meeting after which
Bish. S. G. Engle of Phila. spoke to us.
In the evening Bro. Engle read the 11th
chapter of I Corinthians and brought out the
beautiful thought of the church being the
bride.
Eld. E. C. Rosenberger read part of the 13th
chapter of St. John and Eld. H. H. Hess part
of the 19th chapter of St. John.
The ordinances of feet washing and communion were observed.
On Sunday morning Eld. H. H. Hess spoke
on "Separation of the Children of God from
the World," using the first three verses of the
2d chapter of Ephesians.
"That which is
highly esteemed among men is an abomination in the sight of God."
Bish. J. K. Bowers spoke of separation from
the world and of the inward, backward a.nd
onward look.
Eld. H. B. Stout spoke of the earnestness of
his conversion how he searched the scriptures
like they of Berea who were more noble than
they oi Thessalonica in that they searched the
scriptures daily whether these things were so.
Revival Meeting1—Eld. Joseph Vanderveer of
Gladwin, Mich., came to Silverdale to hold a
revival meeting on the 8th of November. His
text for the first evening WHS "Brethren, my
heart's desire and prayer to God for Israel is,
that they might be saved," which is recorded
in Romans 10:1.
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The brother unfolded scriptures applying
them to present needs and conditions of the
people. Many came to hear t h e Word of God
expounded and many received spiritual help. A
number came to the altar for prayer—some
who had not made a start before.
The brother labored faithfully in our midst
and did not spare himself, but gave forth the
Word in power and taught us many beautiful
things from the scripture.
The meetings continued at Silverdale until
the 25th of November. From here the brother
preached on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
evenings at the Souderton meeting house.
May God bless the dear brother in preaching
the Word of God to precious souls which are
so close to his heart.
Tour brother,
George Benner.
TESTIMONY
Dear Readers,
Greetings in Jesus' dear name.
I felt the Lord wanted me to give my testimony and I am doing it for His honor and
glory.
"And we know that all things work together
for good to them that love God, to them who
are the called according to His purpose."
Rom. 8:28.
I thank the Lord that if we are His, no
matter what comes will be for our good. I
was in bed for about six months and though
I know not God's purpose yet I believe it was
for my good. The Lord wonderfully undertook and I thank Him for raising me up again.
Will you please pray for me that if it be His
will I might be completely healed.
I thank the Lord that I am a Christian; and
I thank Him for the joy I find in obeying Him.
I thank Him for the help I receive in readingHis Word. I am glad that when we have our
hearts open to the truth He will help us to
understand it. His precious promises have
meant much to me for which I think Him.
I have no desire to turn back but I am encouraged to press on and be found faithful
when Jesus comes.
Tours in Christ,
Anna Buckwalter,
Upland, Calif.
M I P r i l H T O W J f , PA.
Dear readers:
Again we wish to send a brief report of
the work at this place, because we always enjoy reading the reports of the Lord's work
in other places. Nov. 14th Bro. Wm. Asper
came into our midst and labored with us for
two weeks. The meetings were fairly well attended, but souls seemingly are asleep and
not concerned as they should be about this allimportant matter. Bro. Asper brought to us
the Gospel that saves. One little boy came
forward for prayer, others realized their need
yet were not ready to accept. We trust that
as the seed has been sown it may bring forth
fruit to the glory of God.
Dec. 12th we had our district council, and
also reorganized our Sunday School. In the
evening we had a communion service and
were glad to have a number of brethren and
sisters from other places meet with us. As
our overseer, Bish. H. B. Hoffer, could not be
with us, the vacancy was filled by Bro. Jacob
Ginder.
Bro. Irvin Musser and Bish. L.
Shoalts were also with us. We had a feast
indeed, and we feel as the Apostle Paul says,
"Therefore we ought to give the more earnest heed to the things which we have heard
lest at any time we should let them slip."
We desire that the admonitions given may
long linger with us and become a part of our
lives. We ask again that you remember this
place as you come to God in prayer.
Tour sister in Him,
Ella M. Lauver.
NEWS PROM KENTUCKY
We thank God for His blessing on His work
at this place. Interested readers will be glad
for the following:
A Wonderful Visit—After the busy rush of
a revival meeting last Fall we made a visit in
a home to which we had repeatedly been invited. We found the husband and father, a
young man of about 25, lying on his bed where
he had been for about two years, greatly afflicted. Muscular rheumatism had drawn his

knees nearly to his chest, and his hip joints
out of place. Nevertheless he was bright and
cheerful and told us about his Christian experience and call to the ministry.
His wife acknowledged her desire to be a
Christian and seemed hungry. During a season of prayer she was urged to pray and after
a season of earnest, intelligent seeking, found
the real joy of salvation. During prayer, unknown to each other till afterwards, eaeh of"
the mission workers felt a strong conviction
that it was God's will for him to be healed.
Sometime later, some old-time Methodist
preachers with faith for healing, and some
others, met in the home with us for a healingservice. God met us in a blessed way during
a prolonged season of prayer and before w.e
left, his legs were much straightened and he
was sitting on the edge of his bed. The second
day after, he ate Thanksgiving dinner at the
table—the first time he was at the table for
nearly two years. He has been improving
much since, but the healing is not completed.
Join us in prayer that the work may be completed, and that the blasphemous remarks of
unbelieving- critics will come to naught. One
man said he would deed him his farm if he
would be healed. Another said, the person
that would pray for his healing would go to
hell.
A Wonderful Revival—To God be the glory
for the gracious revival at Bloomington. Prayers of years' standing were answered. Four
married couples professed salvation and several other fathers and mothers. Some of these
were notoriously wicked characters. Several
young men took a bold stand for Christ and
straightened out things in their past lives
down to watermelons and an egg. Several
young men quit smoking cigarettes, and other
forms of tobacco had to go. Several homes
were greatly changed. It was encouraging- to
see young men and their fathers step out for
baptism in the cold December waters. We
pray that before Jesus comes we may see
many more scenes where altars are lined up
with seekers earnestly praying for salvation.
God gave us seekers every night and professions nearly every night of the three weeks'
meeting. There were thirty who professed to.
be saved. Pray for the converts. Prav for
the man who has a record of murder and professed salvation.
. .
We greatly appreciated the services of Bro.
Leslie Tucker as song leader. He was received into the Brethren in Christ Church only
a short time before the revival. He had been
a member of a church which does not stress
a radical new birth and was converted Ave
years before and felt without a church home
until last summer when he felt led to unite
with us. He rendered very helpful service in
the altar services and also in his visiting in
the community.
Some Wonderful Regular Preaching 1 Services—At two consecutive Sunday night preaching services about a month apart at Goodin's
Crossroads, there were five professions of salvation. Some of them came through very
bright after a. season of earnest praying.
One of the three who was converted the
first night was a young married woman. She
then began praying for her sisters and was rewarded in seeing two of them converted in the
meeting a month later. It was a time of
great rejoicing. Pray that we may be so in
touch with God that He may give us many
souls .all the year through.
According- to recent word from Home Evangel the sisters there had a wonderful prayer
meeting recently in which seven were saved.
Pray for the work in Kentucky.
Tour co-workers in the Master's service,.
Albert H. Engle and workers.
ROSEBANK, KANSAS
We are almost on the threshold of a newyear and ere we enter would take a retrospective view of 1931.
We are glad to report the presence of the.
Lord with us. Our pastor Eld. Ray I. Witter
has given his untiring services at this place.
His living at Navarre, fourteen miles away,
occasions long drives for himself and family
in all kinds of weather and over roads that
are sometimes hard to travel. We appreciate
their faithfulness to us in the mid-week prayer meetings as well as the Sunday services.
Owing to age and infirmities, Bish. J. N.
Engle asked to be relieved from active duties
as Bishop of the South Dickinson District.
Elder Ray I. Witter was chosen to this office and was ordained June 21. Bishop M. G.
Engle and the late Bish. C. C. Burkholder officiated in this service.
A week or more later three souls followed
the Lord in baptism.

It will be most wonderful to meet the
Lord Jesus if we belong to Him. But, oh,
how sad it will be to meet Him if we do
not belong' to Him!—H.
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"Scattered Feathers"
By B. A. Plasterer
i l l CAN'T believe it of Ann Raleigh!"
Lois Sterling said protestingly to her
friend Rose Harley.
"Oh, but it must be true," Rose returned
confidently, "for Stella Rand told me that
Grace Young's mother told her mother that
her sister's boy got it straight from—from
—, well, I've forgotten who; but anyway,
every one knows of it, and you know that
old saying, 'Where there is smoke—,'"
"Well, I don't care how much smoke there
is, I'm not going to believe a thing like that
about Ann," Lois returned decidedly. "One
ought not repeat a nasty thing like that even if it were true; for how can anyone
know all the circumstances connected with
another's mistake? Its much kinder to say
nothing at all."
"Oh, I don't know about that," Rose said
darkly. "Mother says, she should be made
an example of. I've never seen Mother so
provoked. She said I was to be as nice to
Ann as I could, when we meet, but I'm not
to go to her home or have her at ours.
Mother says, too, that she doesn't wish any
harm to Ann, but she has done the one
thing that can't be overlooked by decent
folks."
"But, suppose it isn't true?" Lois contended. "One cannot conceive of the irreparable harm done to an innocent person,
especially a girl, when her good name has
been sullied by an evil report. I, for one,
will have nothing to do with such things,"
she ended decidedly.
"Oh, don't be so goody good," Rose retorted. "You know their must be something to it, or why is everybody talking?
Ann is going to have to face the music, after such an escapade, that's all. I agree
with mother in regarding it as
well, as
most unfortunate to say the least. And
really, I can't see how Ann can expect to be
treated as one of us, anymore. It's as mother says, if things of that kind are to be
tolerated among us, then there's nothing left
of honor and decency."
"And yet, we are all members of the
same church, and supposed to love one another; and the Word says, 'That love think eth no evil,—love covereth a transgression,
but he that repeateth a matter separateth
friends'," Lois stated quietly.
"Oh, well, if you are going to drag religion into a subject like this, I've nothing
more to say," Rose said irritably, as she
turned down the street leading to her home,
without even saying good-by to Lois.
"Mother," said Lois later that evening,
"do you believe that one's good name can
be restored after it has been sullied by an
evil report?"
"No, not entirely," her mother replied.
"Not even if the report be proved untrue?" Lois asked again.

"No, I think not," her mother returned
slowly. "That is why," she went on, "it is
wrong to repeat or even listen to anything
against another's good name. But why do
you ask?"
"Well, mother," Lois began slowly, after
a pause," I heard a nasty thing about
a classmate, today. I simply can't think it
true, tho' everything points to there being
some grounds for the report. It seems everyone knows of it, and is discussing it;
and—, I was just thinking how dreadful it
would be for that girl, if there were no
truth in what people say."
"As is very often the case," her mother
added thoughtfully, as Lois ceased speaking. "Do you know, child," she went on,
"that 'what people say,' is very often farthest from the truth. There is a saying
that, 'truth will always come out,' and, I
suppose that is true; but, it takes a long
while, sometimes, and it seldom ever comes
out through the mass of people; usually,
the truth becomes known through the few,
who, are sincere in their desire to "do right
by others.
"It would indeed be dreadful to be accused
of something of which one was not guilty,
tho' circumstances combined to make one
seem so. Time, can never entirely heal
wounds of that sort. God says, 'The words
of a whisperer are as wounds, going down
into the innermost parts of one's being.'
Neither can anyone having part in such
whisperings, ever undo the harm their words
cause. Its like an old Hebrew story, of a
woman who heard a tale about a neighbor
and circulated it here and there, then learned
it was false, and felt heart-broken. Her
sorrow over what she had done could not
alter matters, nor change the evil results
of her folly; she must reap what she had
sown. Finally, she went to the rabbi telling him what she had done and asking,
'How am I going to get out of i t ? ' His
reply was, 'Buy a hen, and go thro' the
streets and pull out the feathers one by one,
and drop them.' Leaving him she hastened
up and down the streets—having bought
the hen— and holding the slaughtered fowl
in hand, she plucked its feathers one by one
and at every step dropped them according
to the rabbi's word. Returning to him she
said, 'What shall I do now?' He answered,
'To-morrow morning go thro' the streets
and gather up all those feathers which you
dropped to-day.' The night was windy. In
the morning she went up and down the
streets hunting after the feathers, and by
evening she had but two, only two had she
found and secured out of the many feathers
she had scattered. Again speaking to the
rabbi, reporting to him concerning the
feathers, she listened and learned a lesson
she never forgot 'Ah, yes, it was very easy
scattering the stories about your neighbor,

but it is impossible to gather them together
again and bring them back.'
"So, my dear, it's not difficult to see how
wrong and really sinful it is, to repeat anything detrimental to another's good name.
God says His children are to 'walk in love,
as Christ also hath loved us.' Love, always
shields and covers, or as the scriptures say
again, 'Love covereth all sins'."
"I know, mother," Lois returned, a moment after her mother ceased speaking,
"but there are not many Christians who
really do 'walk in love' toward one another,
when it comes to gossip. I wonder why?"
"I think, my child, its because they take
their eyes off Christ, forgetting that His
work of love was dying for their sins; forgetting too, that they are but sinners saved
by grace, and in no wise competent to judge
another. Judgment belongs to God alone;
and it is well to remember that Jesus said,
'Every idle word that men shall speak,
they shall give account thereof in the day of
judgment'." (Matt. 12:36.)
Several days later a group of high school
girls were gathered about one of their
teachers, Miss Freeman, planning a Halloween_social.
"And, now, where are we going to hold
this social, girls?" said Miss Freeman.
Absolute silence. "Now don't all speak
up at once," laughed Miss Freeman, then
noting the confused expression upon the
faces before her she exclaimed in genuine
surprise, "Why, what's the matter, girls?"
Suddenly Lois Sterling broke the silence.
"I would be glad to have the social at my
home, only we have scarcely any room; you
know there is only mother and me, and we
have just the three rooms."
"That is quite all right, Lois," answered
Miss Freeman. "We will need plenty of
room since there is twenty six of us; but
surely there are larger homes among you.
Rose, how about you; there is plenty of
room at your house, isn't there?"
"Yes—," Rose answered hesitatingly,
flushing with embarrassment. "But," she
continued, "you wish the entire class invited, don't you?"
"Why, certainly," returned Miss Freeman in astonishment, "its a class affair.
"Well—, in that case it won't suit to have
it at my home," Rose stated, slowly, deliberately.
"Why, Rose Harley, do you wish me to
understand that there is some one here
whom you do not wish to invite to your
home?" Miss Freeman demanded half angrily.
"Well, what if there is? I'm not the only
one present who has the same particular
reason," Rose retorted.
"Is Rose speaking the truth concerning
the rest of you?" Miss Freeman demanded,
turning to the other girls.
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All was quiet for a long moment. Then
there was an embarrassed murmur of assent from all, except Lois Sterling who had
turned away to hide the tears welling up
in her eyes. Ann Raleigh did not speak
either, for they all knew she was boarding,
having no home of her own; but she was
puzzled as to the meaning of what was taking place before her.
Miss Freeman looked genuinely shocked.
"In that case," she said gravely, "I think
you owe some one present an explanation.
Rose, will you explain, please?"
"Well, if you must know, we are not asking Ann Raleigh to our homes," Rose answered defiantly. "Our parents wouldn't
allow us to, even if we wished it," she added justifyingly.
Ann Raleigh stiffened, as under a blow,
and looked about her with dilating eyes.
"Me!" she gasped. "Why
what do you
.mean?"
"You know very well, what we mean,"
Rose retorted sullenly. "Everybody knows
about it, so why should you pretend ignorance?"
"Everybody
knows what?" Ann demanded with quivering lips, her face deathly white and strained looking.
"Everybody knows
" Rose began, when
Lois Sterling cried out protestlingly, "No!
Rose, please say nothing more! You shan't!
Haven't you any pity!"
Rose stood undecided, embarrassment
and defiance both written upon her face,
but Ann, turning directly to her said, brokenly, "I
must know
of what I am
accused?"
"Very well, but if you think you are -fooling me with your pretended ignorance,
you're mistaken," Rose retorted sneeringly.
"Everyone knows that you and
," and
then in a few terse sentences came forth the
sordid tale that was to embitter and all but
crush a heart, innocent of any intention of
wrong.
Ann, looked at Rose with hostile shining
eyes. "Who
said
that?" she questioned, her voice trailing out to a mere
whisper.
"Everbody," Rose returned briefly, pitilessly.
Ann, deadly white, stood rigid staring unseeingly ahead, her whole bearing one of
shocked, outraged innocence.
Everyone
present knew, as they looked upon that hag«
gard desperate young face, that there was
a mistake somewhere, but that knowledge
came too late. Ann turned jerkily and fled
from the room.
"Mother! oh, mother!
come
quick!"
Mrs. Sterling dropped her sewing as she
sprung from her chair, a surge of fear rising in her heart at Lois's frantic call.
'Tfes, Lois, I'm coming," she answered,
as she hurried to the door. "What is it?"
she questioned fearfully as she found Lois
leaning spent against the door frame.
(Concluded in next issue.)
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A Successful Intercessor
ARLO SASSELLI had been in prison
C
thirty-four years for murder. One of
his sons was an engineer on the state railway when the train bore the then Princess Marie-Josef of Belgium, and relatives,
on their journey. King Albert of Belgium,
rode with the engineer and drove the engine
for a time.
"You're a good engineer," said the Belgian
monarch, at the end of their conversation.
"If there is anything I can do for you, I
should be glad to."
Then the engineer, emboldened by the affability of one of the most democratic sovereigns living, told how his father had tried
to have his trial reviewed, but without success, and how after all those years of confinement, most of it in "solitary," he wanted
to see his aged wife, his two sons and two
daughters and grandchildren before he died.
"I think," said Albert, "that I might say
a word to my 'cousin' of Italy." True to
his word, he did; and the elder Sasselli is
finally at liberty.
What a joy in that family when the husband and father was set free. But think
of the liberty wherewith Christ hath made
us free, in that "He ever liveth to make intercession for us." And we know He never
fails, for the Father loveth the Son, and is
glorified in granting His requests for those
whose life is hid in Christ. It is because
He is able to do for us "above all that we
ask or think", that we can "come boldly unto the throne of grace, that we may obtain
mercy, and find grace to help in time of
need."—The Living Word.

A Horse in the Way
T T was in the winter of my first year as
* a presiding elder. I loved the pastorate
above any other place and loved the revival work. W e held our quarterly conference in the schoolhouse Saturday at two
p. m. The pastor was a live young man
and was in a revival at that point with
several conversions already. Everyone
talked of the revival. It was in the prayers
and in the business and in the visits.
That evening the people began to come
about sunset and soon the little schoolhouse
had a big crowd. Vigorous singing and
general enthusiasm characterized ministers
and co-workers. There was an air of expectancy that helps one to preach. Four
or five came to the mourner's bench. There
was real mourning for sin. Not long and
the altar was clear except a rugged-looking man at one end of the bench. As the
people sang lustily the young preacher
called me to one side and said, "That man
has been here three nights. There is
something wrong."
I said, "You are close to him. I would
probe the matter." He pressed close and
asked, "Jim, what is wrong?" He said, "In
prayer the Holy Spirit will help us to see."

Soon the man said, "It is a horse. At the
election I bet and won. W h a t am I to
do?"
The pastor said, "Take it back. The
man is here and the horse is tied to the
fence."
The man sprang to his feet and pressed
his way through the crowd and said,
"Jones, God calls for me to give you back
your horse." And with a victorious joy
the man shouted praises to God. Jones
rose and said, "If this is religion, I want it,"
and a half dozen said, "So do I." It
was a scene never to be forgotten. The
angels of heaven rejoiced. W h e n sin and
pardon and communion with God and the
Holy Spirit's work are treated as more
real, Pentecost will be nearer.—Sel.

SPARKS FROM
DIFFERENT ANVILS
By S. G. Engle
You can't change the temperature by
turning the thermometer upside down. Face
the issue, and fire up.
The Lord loves to use tools which are
not rusted or self-conceited. ( Spurgeon).
God's dead letter office is cluttered withcold, pointless, and wrong addressed prayers.
Well, I was dissappointed in you! But I
remember I disappointed others, so please
excuse me for my disapproval of you.
—o—
It is wrong when the world overcomes
you, you are here to overcome the world.
It costs more to resent an insult than to
bear it.
You have a right to your own opinion,
but you have no right to think that yours
is always right.
—o—
If you are wounded, the way to keep it
sore is to plan revenge.
Easy gains, are easy losses. Your lasting
gains are by lasting work.
The road that lies between the morning
and evening prayer, is safe because its protected.
Don't think you are too strong to be
tempted. The temptation will prove too
strong for you.
Don't blame (Adam) the races father,
because he sinned. You don't need to follow his example.
It is looking down on others, not looking
up, that makes the heart dizzy.—Selected.
The way to the sorrow-free land, is to
try to free some life from sorrow.—Sel.
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Your Gifts Appreciated

FOREIGN MISSIONS
Names and Addresses
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES

Africa
MATOPO
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. C. F. Eshelman,
Mrs. Sallle K. Doner, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
MTSHABEZ1
Elder and Mrs. W. 0. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Mrs. Naomi
Lady, Miss Mary Brenaman, Miss Lois Frey, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
WANEZI
Elder ana Mrs. H. J. Frey, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Anna R. Engle, Miss Annie M.
Winger, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South Africa.
SIKALONGO
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen,

Editorial
A S the years go by the conviction con« * stantly deepens that the Savior's
plan and thought for the age in which we
live did not include the failure and weakness which has been manifested by His
followers in nearly every age since the
close of the apostolic era. W e cannot
bring ourselves to believe that the promises given to His disciples were conditioned merely to the age in which they were
given and that the successive centuries
would find them shorn of a part of their
original purpose and intent.
On the contrary we believe that the age
in which we are now living is one in which
there is truly manifested the Spirit of God
upon the earth. W e are wont to look back
upon the rapidity with which the Gospel
was carried into the world. As it existed
at the time of the apostolic era, and we
marvel at the numerous souls which were
converted to Christianity. W e allow ourselves to become weak and faint when we
consider the world wide efforts that are
being put forth to-day with so little actually resulting from these efforts.

Miss Anna Eyster, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
South Africa.

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. Ky., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
A. D. M. Dick, Elder and Mrs. Charles Engle, Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. By., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
G. E. Paulus, Miss B. Ella Gayman.

Home on Furlough

Miss Martha Kauffman, Livingstone Hospital, Leyton, E. 10,
London, England.
Eld. R. H. Mann, Mountvllle, Pa. Care G. J. Mann.
Miss Effle Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, Ohio.
Elder and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, 317 S. High St., Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Mrs. Grace P. Steigerwald, 241 Chestnut St., Marion, Ohio.
Care of B. F. Stauffer.
(Retired.)

words of Jehovah, "All power is given unto me both in heaven and in earth," and they
did not lose sight of the injunction of the
Savior that they tarry in Jerusalem until
they be endued with power from on high.
W e must acknowledge that the enduement
of the Holy Spirit's power is not upon the
ministry as it ought to be. It is not upon
our missionaries as it ought to be. It is
not upon the church as a whole as it ought
to be. Consequently the smallest and most
trivial barriers become walls when the
gracious influence of the Holy Spirit is not
upon our lives and ministry.
W h e n the Spirit's influence came upon
David he ran through a troop; he leaped
over a wall. Obstacles, however great,
seem to fade into the mere mist of the
morning because he counted upon the
strength of Jehovah and upon His faithfulness in the hour of need. God is still all
powerful and He has many resources of
which we have little dreamed.
It was to Shamgar that the Spirit said,
" W h a t hast thou in thine hand?" and he
could only boast of an ox-goad but when
the power of God came upon him this
crude, seemingly impossible weapon, became a veritable machine gun and the
Philistines were slain hither and thither.

W e are apt, we find, to look at these
things and fail to look deep enough into
the lives of these early believers and see
T o o many of us are withholding the
there, not only the spirit of sacrifice, but
thing
which we have in our hand; we are
the sacrifices which were actually made in
not
willing
to let God have the seeming
order that the Gospel might be carried to '
the regions beyond. There were days of impossible. W e look for great things and
depression then; there were times when because we cannot give much or flourish a
the resources of the home base were com- more powerful weapon we hesitate to go
pletely exhausted. The saints of other to battle. M a y God grant that we may
parts had to minister to those in Jerusalem, cease to measure our own strength, to
but there were leaders, who had the faith measure our resources, and may His Spirit
to believe that these newly won converts give us grace to accept in simple faith this
had resources within themselves to come glorious truth that the seeming impossible
to the aid of those within Jerusalem.
things are still possible to him that beThese disciples believed sincerely the lieveth.
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Many phases of our Mission W o r k are
entirely dependent on your special gifts.
Current expenses have so depleted the
General Fund, that the following specials
need your hearty support.

For India

Native Workers Fund
Orphanage Fund
Propagation Fund
Medical Fund

For Africa
African Special Fund
These Contributions should be sent to
Graybill Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa., and
will be forwarded for the purpose designated.

A Letter of Appreciation
Sikalongo Mission
Choma, N . Rhodesia, S. A.
Nov. 10th, 1931
H P H R O U G H the columns of the "Evan-"- gelical Visitor," I wish to express my
thanks and appreciation to the many kind
friends, brethren and sisters, who have
written to me since the death of my dear
husband. ,
It has been my desire to acknowledge
each letter, but I find I cannot do it at
present.
T h e Lord has answered your prayers
and we do realize "Underneath are the
everlasting arms sustaining us."
The hand of affliction has been heavy
upon us, but we know that which our dear
Father permits is for a purpose: we dare
not murmur nor complain.
T o d a y our desire is to live more closely
to Him and serve Him better.
Do not cease to pray for the work in
the Zambezi Valley that the people will
continue to be intere'sted and seek salvation and be saved.
Your sister in Christ Jesus,
Mrs. A. E. Taylor.
We have a fourfold strength:—The Holy
Spirit, The Word of God, the Throne of
Grace, A pair of knees. Make use of them;
but there is notlifr.ig for lazy people.—
Chimes.
Delay is not denial. God will come in at
the right moment. "My soul, wait thou only upon God; for my expectation is from
Him."—Chimes.
If we cannot find a corner of the day for
meditation in the school of Christ then we
must take something out and make room
for it.—Jowett.
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Diwali, the Feast of Lights.
It is the day before Diwali. At the end
of the afternoon service a bright young
Brahmin boy of 16J/2 years, a Junior in
High School, who has been attending some
of the services, hurries forward in the
church to speak to the preacher. "Will
you please baptize me, sir?" "But why do
you want to be baptized? W h y do you
want to leave your religion?" "Sir, I have
no faith in idol-worship. I believe in Jesus Christ as my Saviour." "But do you
realize what it will mean to you to take
such a step?" "I do, sir; but no matter
where I may stay I will sometimes have
pain and sometimes pleasure." They kneel
at the altar and Sibendranath simply and
quietly confesses his heart's need, and in
child-like faith accepts Jesus, our loving
Lord. While this is going on the church
doors have been closed and locked, so that
no prying eyes may look on, as the boy is
yet a minor and it is best to protect him
from undue publicity since he dare not
take the final and definite public step with-.
out parental consent. There is rejoicing
among God's children that He has thus so
gloriously chosen one out of C
Babu's
house,—his oldest grandchild, the oldest
son of the oldest son,—to be a follower of
the meek and lowly Nazarene.
The next day and evening Diwali is
celebrated. All over the town twinkle
the myriads of little oil lamps set out to
attract the goddess of prosperity as she
passes over at night. Sibendranath however, refuses to bow to the goddess Kali
and refuses to partake of the dressed food
offered to her. Someone tells his father.
The boy is called into the house. "I hear
that you have refused to bow to the goddess and to partake of the oblation offered
to her. Is this true?" "Sir, it is true."
" W h y have you done such a horrible
thing?" "Sir, I have no faith at all in
idols. I believe that Jesus Christ only saves
me from my sins." Upon hearing this the
father's wrath surges up like a storm. He
grabs a bamboo cane and beats his son
most unmercifully, until great welts and
bruises stand out on his arms and thighs.
Ah, it is a feast of lights,—all around are
shining the oil lamps of the Hindus, while
their hearts are dark with sin and superstition: and in the midst of it all stands one,
a bright young man of the highest caste,
unto whom God has said "Let there be
light," and there was light,—the light of
grace and truth in a new-born soul.
That night Sibendranath quietly leaves
his home and comes to the main mission
station where meetings are in progress. He
goes to the altar several times to ask God
to take the terrible depression from his
heart,—the fear and anguish brooding there
because of the treatment he has received

and the separation from his home. Yet he
testifies at every opportunity and praises
God for lifted loads.
Saturday noon has come, and after the
train arrives from the north, whom should
we see coming into the compound but our
dear old friend, C
Babu, now a distracted and wrathful grandfather. The missionaries all rush to prayer, that God may
keep his hand on the situation. Quite by
accident grandfather and grandson meet
alone. However, a missionary is soon at
hand, and the battle begins.
"I suppose you know the law. The boy
is a minor, he cannot form any opinion for
himself. I thot you were my friend and
would help me get the boy back. His
mother and grandmother are fasting and
distracted because of his absence. He only
ran away because he was thrashed. Let
him worship Christ or Mohammed or anyone else, but why should he run away from
home. I, too, have a Bible and have read
it." Thus goes on the grandfather.
W e explain that we know the boy is a
minor and we know the law too; that we
do not intend to do anything outside of the
law. W e would not do anything to hinder
the boy from living with his grandfather,
nor would we drive him from the compound
in case he refused to go of his own accord.
W e would be very glad if the boy were allowed to live in his own home provided he
could do so without violence to his conscience.
Then the old man began to present the
arguments long familiar to us,—that there
is after all only one God, self-existent, incomprehensible and all powerful,—that all
these names as Ram, Krishna, Christ, M o hammed, etc., were only avitars, (embodiments),—that Christ never claimed to be
God and never said He is the only Saviour,
neither is it written anywhere in the Bible
that only He can save men from their sins.
Then we got out the dear old Book and it
spoke gloriously and victoriously for itself,
putting to silence the old Brahmin's vociferous arguments. All the while our newfound young brother in Christ sat listening and was glad.
After much persuasion Sibendranath
went along home with his grandfather who
promised to let him return any time he
liked. All day Sunday we looked for him
but he did not return. On Saturday brother Smith the evangelist spent the whole
night praying for him. The rest of us too
were much exercised in prayer for his deliverance. Knowing the possible treachery
in such cases we felt that only God could
deliver. On Monday morning, however,
he came smiling and happy, to bid farewell
to brother Smith, without any escort and
without let or hindrance. How God answered prayer!
His people tell him to stay at home and
finish his High School studies. Then he
will be of age and can decide for himself.
Of course we can guess what this means.
As long as the boy is at home and unbap-
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Let There be Light
T IS in India. W e have just stepped into the courtyard of a nice brick house
surrounded with a small flower garden, in
the back of which stands a little white
temple. "Good evening C
Babu."
"Good evening, come in and sit down,
please." "C
Babu, this is Mr. E
,a
young man touring from China to the
United States. He has come to visit us
and said he wanted to see a typical Hindu
temple. So, knowing you have your own
private temple, I have brot him here feeling
sure you would be glad to show it to him."
"Certainly, with great pleasure. Just come
this way."
W e are led to the north side of the yard
where a small white temple stands amidst
the green shrubbery and the flowers planted there to provide offerings for the goddess inside the temple. The door is opened
and there stands an image of Kali, the most
ferocious of Hindu goddesses, with a necklace of skulls, a horrible grin on her face,
holding a head in one hand, a weapon in
another, while the other two hands are
held out in different gestures. On the veranda just outside the door stands Mahadev,
or Shiva, a plain cylindrical, sugar-loaf
topped stone.
Much explanation is made of the image—
protest is offered that this is not idolatry,—
that the worship offered is actually offered
to the principle represented by the image,
etc. But the fact remained that the two
images represent the male and female organs of reproduction, and all is connected
with the worship of Shakti or power, (actually the recreative powers), which in India predominates Hindu worship to-day.
C
Babu is a retired excise officer, a
Brahmin by caste, and spends his time in
religious exercises in his home and temple.
W e soon take our leave, but not until after
C
Babu admits that the missionary
does not agree with his explanations.
The years pass by. W e e k after week
the sisters of the mission visit that home
with their helpers. The Gospel has been
preached, contact has been maintained, and
God has been tenderly watching over His
Word.
The new church building has been finish.
ed at the Mission Station, and a series
of meetings has been arranged,—a new
thing for that place. The evangelist has
arrived, a man of much prayer, called a
"sadhu," (religious devotee), by the Indians living near his Mission Station. The
call to repentance and faith goes forth
clearly and insistently. Many Christians
see"k God in penitence for their backslidings and sins. In the church men's hearts
are being cleansed in the blood of the
Lamb; in the bazaar all the buildings are
being white-washed and courtyards are
being cleared of rubbish in preparation for

,1
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tized the family will not be disgraced and
compelled to propitiate the caste by making a big feast and going thru an elaborate
ceremony, since they can say the boy is not
baptized, he is no Christian. In the meanwhile they may do their best to influence
him quietly and steadily against Christianity, hoping to win him back. But he laughs
and says that God has done so much for
him in answer to prayer, and will keep
him. He has left off using tea, betel-nut,

on Sunday than to drink beer? They were
very friendly, and seemed very glad to see
us, the children of the "Abafundisi." They
took us out under a tree, and brought out
an old wicker chair for Sr. Brenaman. They
started to hunt a chair for me, too, but I
told them that I was quite comfortable on
a log. In fact, I preferred the log, to one
of their chairs.

ly could not understand us. She asked us
if we would like some "inkobe", a native
food. W e said "Yes", but she evidently
did not understand us. So she asked the
others if we would eat inkobe. They didn't
know. Anyway she took it that we didn't
eat inkobe. So she brought some in for
herself, and kept talking about how funny
we were not to eat inkobe. "Yes, they
don't eat inkobe. Well, what do they eat?
W h a t do they eat?" She evidently thought
that if we didn't eat inkobe, we were on a
fair road to starvation. And what amused
us most of all was that she didn't even offer us any.

PtC.

Ah, what a responsibility rests upon us
now to nurture and protect this new-born
child of God,—what a privilege to pray
that God may speak to the entire household and bring the same glorious light to
all their hearts.
Dear ones, will you all pray for Sibendranath, that as his name indicates, he
may be indeed victor over Shiva and be a
lion for God, bold, strong, brave.
There are other Brahmins who are deeply convicted of their need of Christ. May
God reach their hearts too. Your prayers
will not have been in vain nor your gifts
wasted, as God saves these people from
their sins. And at this Christmas time may
He stir up our hearts to victorious aggression against sin and darkness in the land,
that there may be light.
—A. D. M. D.

A Sunday Among the Villages
By Lois G. Frey
A

F E W weeks ago, Sr. Brenaman and
I started out early one Sunday morning, with two native girls, for some of the
near-by villages. As it was the first time
that either of us had gone out without some
older worker with us, we had some rather
interesting experiences, some of which I
will pass on to you.
At the first village, there were a few who
were Christians, and several of the children
come regularly to morning school. But
they were rather cold spiritually, and said
they could not go to church either because
they were ill, or because it was too hot.
W e had a little service with them, there in
their home, which they seemed to appreciate very much. Then all the children of
the kraal, started out to accompany us to
the next village, which was about two miles
away. They all went about a mile, and
then one little boy acted as the only guide
the rest of the way.
As we entered the next village, our first
thought was that it was vacated, but soon
we saw that there were a number of people
at the farthest hut. They all came out
to greet us, and we soon saw, all too plainly, that they had been having beer. It was
also evident that there were more people
there than would ordinarily live at the village. And for what other purpose would a
group of heathen women gather together

W h e n we spoke to them about coming
to church, they said that they did not have
clothes to come to church. As soon as we
had reassured them that they were welcome
dressed as they were, they had another excuse that they were ill. Poor souls! They
are too ill to come to church, but can go
twice as far to a beer drink. Every once
in a while they would have to get up and
go into that far hut (for a drink of beer,
we supposed, though they denied having
any in the kraal.) They had had just
enough beer, to be silly, and it was most
difficult for us to get them serious. Finally,
they quieted down enough for us to have a
service, and they really listened quite attentively. During prayer, one of the women, who had been the most foolish, broke
down and wept, and truly seemed penitent,
but as soon as we arose from our knees,
she was as foolish as ever. As we left,
we had a sinking feeling that perhaps, after
all, it is of little use to try to bring the
message of Christ to those who are under
the influence of liquor. They make light
of everything. Still, we can pray that God
will honor His W o r d , and that some little
seed may have fallen into good soil.
W e now told Anna, one of our girls, to
lead us to the next village. W e did not
know our way about, so thought it best to
allow her to take us around. Well, we
walked, and we walked, and we walked.
Several times we saw gardens, making us
to believe that we were near to a village,
but there was none in sight. Finally, we arrived at a village, and as we were entering, we asked Anna whose this was. She
said it was her home. W e were quite surprised, for we did not know that we would
come so near to her home. W e asked her
if her mother would be at home. She said
she did not know, but thought so, because
she never went to church. Imagine her
disappointment, when she found that her
mother had gone to Mtshabezi to church
that day, especially to see her. However,
others of her family were at home.
Soon after we had entered the hut, Anna's old grandmother came in. She came
up to us, and shook hands, after which she
proceeded to dance around the room. W e
w e r e rather afraid, for she waved her arms
wildly about, and came towards us sometimes. But we noticed that the others
seemed quite calm, so we decided that she
was not as dangerous as she looked. Finally, she quieted down, and sat quite close
to us. She was a queer old soul. W e
could not understand her, and she evident-

There was a tiny little baby, about three
weeks old, there, and the way that old
woman jiggled that child about scared us.
W e were afraid she would shake it to bits.
But the mother looked on quite calmly, and
didn't seem worried, so I suppose they
were used to that. In fact, they seemed to
have a great respect for the old lady.
On the way home, we met the people
coming from church, so Anna saw her
mother, after all. Bro. Winger told us that
Anna must have avoided other villages purposely, lest we should not have time to go
to her home. For we passed quite close
to a number of villages, but just far enough
that we could not see them, but only the
gardens.
W e certainly enjoyed the day out among
the people very much, and wished that we
could go more. But we have our duties
and responsibilities at home to fulfill.
Everyday missionary life is not as interesting as this day was, nor as romantic as
many people picture it. There is the continual "grind" of the mission station, which
may sometimes become monotonous to
one who had imagined the missionary's life
one of romance. But it is full of interest,
and, after all, when we think of the one
hundred and fifty girls with whom we deal
daily, are not our opportunities and privileges great? Is not our responsibility great
when we think that these girls will be the
mothers of to-morrow, and much rests upon us as to what kind of mothers they will
be, and whether they will bring up their
children to the Lord, or not. Pray for us.
W e need your prayers very much. Pray
for the people in the surrounding villages.
And pray for our girls that they may become fine, true, and strong Christian women.

NOT THE COLD PACTS, TEACHER
If we take the word of Vilhjalmur Stefansson, noted arctic explorer, for it American school children are being misled willfully as to conditions in the arctic. A United
Press dispatch quotes the explorer as saying that contrary to the impression given
children in their textbooks parts of the
United States are actually colder than the
arctic. He further pointed out that while
school geographies contain illustrations of
the Eskimo mode of life, always including
the igloo, the fact is that only a few of them
ever live in ice or snow houses.
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Report of Tract Work
OFFERINGS
Deficit April
Receipts
John G. Engle, Hope, Kans.
Lancaster S. S., Penna
Orlando S. S., Florida
Upland, Cal. S. S
Valley View S. S., Chino, Cal
Hebron S.' S., Kansas
In His name, Abilene, Kans
Manor S. S., Pa
Pleasant Hill S. S., Hamlin, Kans
Bethany S. S., Okla..
Helen Bowers, Lancaster, Pa
Rosebank S. S., Canada
Free Grace S. S., Pa
Clarence Center S. S., N. Y.
R. I. Witter
Clear View S. S., Canada
• Cheapside S. S., Canada
Mount Pleasant S. S., Pa
Messiah Home S. S., Pa
Refton, Pa. S. S
Nottowa Dist., Canada
Zion S. S., Kans.
New Guilford S. S., Pa
Conoy S. S., Pa
Fairview S. S., Ohio
Rosebank S. S., Canada
Beulah Chapel S.^S., Ohio
Valley Chapel S. S., Ohio
Mary E. Winger, Cal
Pleasant Hill S S., Ohio
Wainfleet S. S., Canada
Bertie S. S., Canada
Belle Springs S. S., Kans
In His name, Penna
Bethel S. S., Kans
Locke S. S., Ind
Dallas Center S. S., Iowa
Elizabeth Thuma, Ohio
Maytown S. S., Pa
E. R. Diener
D. G. Heisey
;.
Martinsburg S. S
Abilene, Kansas
Lillian Johnson
Mechanicsburg, Pa. S. S
D. L. Graybill
Mrs. Grace Campbell
Contributions less than $1.00

$301.03
$ 3.00
3.00
11.30
27.23
3.66
1.50
5.00
10.00
17.16
8.00
3.00
3.60
2.50
15.00
3.00
4.75
5.98
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.51
10.91
5.00
15.89
11.42
4.00
26.41
2.93
1.00
12.00
14.55
84.95
3.52
5.00
4.29
8.22
7.03
2.00
17.04
1.00
1.00
18.36
5.00
3.25
5.00
1.00
1.10
11.75

$436.81
Printing and postage to Dec. 1, '31....$ 95.76
Balance on hand
$ 40.02
In the above financial report the donations to the tract fund are listed. The
letters published on this page indicate to
some extent the ever increasing demand for
tracts and also the great amount of good
that is being done by the distribution of
these printed portions of God's Word and
the experiences of men and women in connection therewith.
We wish to call your attention to the deficit reported in Conference Minutes of
1931 to the amount of $301.03. Offerings so
far have not given a great margin to print
new supplies. Above clearing the deficit.
If. your S. S. is not listed please respond
with an offering for 1931.
R. I. Witter, Sec'y-Treas.
Montezuma, N. C.
Dear Sirs:
Will you please be so kind as to spare me

a bundle of tracts for the shut-in work in
which I am interested?
We have, of course, no income from this
work and are making some real sacrifices
in order to carry it on as we go along. We
have carried on this work for a great number of years and are interested solely in the
spiritual welfare of men and women.
I came across a copy of the poem, "Infinite Love" and am therefore writing you
for more of your tracts.
Thanking you, I am
Yours sincerely,
Pastor M. E. Church.
Bramble, Minn.
E. V. Publishing House
Nappanee, Ind.
Dear Faithful Workers for Christ:
I am enclosing an offering to your good
work for $3.25.
I received your tracts and they surely
made me rejoice. I thank you very much.
I think they are wonderful and am giving
and sending them out. "Forty-eight Hours
in Hell" is the best tract my father and I
have ever read.
I will be very thankful to you if you will
send me as many as you are able to spare.
I enjoy passing them out.
Sincerely yours,
Ireland Street
Wallaroo, South Australia
To Whom it may Concern:
One of your tracts has come across the
water to the above address, entitled, "How
May I Be Saved?"
Having just started "The Free Bible, New
Testament and Tract League," I am wondering if you would like to help us in our work.
If you have any good religious papers we
would gladly accept them too. Anything
that might save a soul from hell would be
thankfully received.
Yours in the blessed hope,
Bethel Home
Hunterville, New Zealand
Dear Christian Friends:
I am taking this opportunity of writing
you a few lines to tell you that the above
home is for the aged for God's people. We
are doing all we can for the Master. There
are many sad hearts in this day in which
we live, and we need to work for the night
is coming.
I pray that God will bless you in your
work in spreading the Gospel and should
you be able I will be glad to have you send
me any leaflets or tracts that will help
folks to find the Lord. A bundle of tracts
every now and then will be much appreciated and will help us in our work.
Sincerely yours,

15
Princeton, Missouri
Dear People of God:
1 received my tracts I sent for some time
last month and they were fine. Many thanks
for them. I want to tell you that one has
been saved from reading them and he is rejoicing in the Lord.
I am enclosing some stamps for more
tracts. Please send me some of each of the
following: "Will it be Good-night or Goodbye," "He Had No Song," "I'll Take My
Chance," and any other good ones you may
have.
Again thanking you for the tracts and
praying God's blessing upon your good
work,
Grant, Michigan
E. V. Publishing House
Nappanee, Ind.
Dear Friends:
Please send me 200 each of the following
tracts which will make 11,200. We will forward postage in full as soon as we receive
them. Our tracts are distributed to all
parts of the United States.
Kindly pray for us as our work is entirely supported on the free will offering
plan.
Faithfully yours for Jesus,
These letters are just a few picked from
the many we are constantly receiving. The
call for free literature is constantly increasing and there are many, many avenues
of distribution open to us, but we can only
print and send forth the good seed as means
are forthcoming for the same.
We want to express very sincerely our
appreciation of those who have enabled us
to wipe out the deficit of last year and we
sincerely covet your prayers and support in
behalf of this work.

Well Anyway, Why Not?
Do you know that it is not fair to your
relatives, friends and the public in general
not to go to the POST OFFICE and give
them your NEW ADDRESS when you are
changing from one post office to another.
Then it is of VITAL INTEREST TO YOU
to tell the Postmaster at the new address
where you want your mail delivered. Don't
expect the Postal Employees to know all
about you and where you may be staying.
Embarrassing situations are bound to arise where this is not kept in mind. Then
too in asking to have your address changed
on your subscription label be sure to give
the old address as well as the new and don't
fail to sign your name.
WE receive many letters each year without even the name signed or without the
name of the city or town, and unless the
postmark is plain enough on the envelope
or there is some other means of indemnification we are at a loss to know where to
locate the sender.
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Christian Life Bible Studies for
Young Peoples Meetings
THE WORD OF GOD
Topic for January 17, 1932
Suggestive Scripture Reading—Select
verses from Psalms 119.
I. Divinely Inspired. II Tim. 3:16; II
Peter 1:20, 21.
II. Enduring Forever. I Peter 1:25; Matt.
24:25; Isaiah 40:8. Find other Scriptures on this thought.
/ / / . Spiritual Food. Job. 23:12.
1. M
. I Peter 2:2.
2. B
. Deut. 8:3.
3. W
-. John 4:10-14; Rev. 22:17.
4. H -. Ps. 19:10.
5.
-. Hebrews 5:12-14.
IV. Spiritual Equipment.
Ps. 147:15.
1. L
. Ps. 119:105.
2. L
. I I Peter 1:19.
3. S
. Eph. 6:17; Heb. 4:12.
4. S
. Luke 8:11.
V.- Other Similes.
1. M- . James 1:22-25. II Cor. 3:18.
-. Ps. 119:72.
2. G - . Jeremiah 23:29; Luke 20:18.
3. H 4. F -. Jeremiah 23:29.
5.
R- and D
. Deut. 32:1, 2.
Isaiah 55:10, 11.
6. Great S
. Ps. 119:162.
The last three sections of this outline lend
themselves very readily to presentation as
object lessons. We suggest that this feature be made paramount in using this topic.
The Value, Purposes and Uses of the Word
of God will thus be indelibly fixed in the
minds of young and old. The assignees can
vividly illustrate the balanced ration on
God's table, the Spirit-illuminated Word as
compared to the lighted lamp, the distorted
image of the imperfect mirror as well as
perfect reflection by the Word of God, etc.,
etc.
The illustrations and" applications given
in the Young People's Meeting will be more
sure to grip and make lasting impressions
if studied up and worked out by the individuals who present them, than if published too much in detail here, where everyone has a chance to read them beforehand.
If necessary, send a self-addressed stamped
envelope with a request for further suggestions, to one of the committee named on
page 403, Evangelical Visitor of December
7, 1931.
I-AI.SE HOPES MERE STRAWS
Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the
truth and the life—John 14:6.
"Some time ago," said a pastor, "standing at
a railroad station, my attention was attracted
by, a number of persons passing in and out
of a tool-house. I crossed the track and entered the house. There, awaiting identification, I saw the body of a man found early that
morning at the foot of a steep embankment
not far from the station. In one hand was
grasped a straw.
The man evidently had
grasped it while falling, in his natural endeavor to get hold of something by which to
save himself. There he lay dead, with a straw
in his hand! I have frequently been reminded
of this incident as I have met persons who
were clinging to some false hope. I have
found men holding on for their eternal salvation to the negative guess of Universalism,
; their own goodness, their morality, or their
superiority to professing Christians. These
are straws, mere straws! When we come to

the abyss of death, there is but one plank that
will hold: the Lord Jesus ChrlstI"
—Watchword and Truth.
THREE NEEDS
An old Scotchman's closing word to a candidate for the ministry was this: "You ha'
need o' the Bible, you will ha' to study for
that; you ha' need o' grace, you will ha' to
pray for that; you ha' need for common sense,
and if you ha' no got that, you will ha' to go
back where you came from."—Leonard Trap,
in The Banner.
REMARKABLE CONVERSIONS A N D
THEIR RESULTS
Topic for January 24, 1932.
Suggestive Scripture Reading—John 3:1-17.
/ . The Meaning and Necessity
of Conversion.
Matt. 1 8 : 3 ; Acts 3 : 1 9 ; Titus 3 : 5 ; etc.
//.

Examples
from the Bible
Record.
Zacchaeus. Luke 19:1-10.
Cornelius. Acts 10, and 11:1-18.
Its effect on P e t e r and the Church.
3. Saul. Acts 9, 22 and 26.
Its far-reaching results.
4. The Philippian Jailor. Acts. 16:11-34.
T h e Jailor's Household.
/ / / . Gleanings from other Remarkable
Conversions.
1. Martin Luther, Adoniram Judson, etc.
2. Some from among your own acquaintances.
For Discussion, Applying the Topic to Daily
Life:
1. What other Scriptural terms are synonymous with Conversion?
2. Do I know I have had the experience
and why?
3. A r e the r e s u l t s still in evidence?
4. How m a y w e be successful in fulfilling James 5:19, 20?
1.
2.

Suggestions
for the
children:
Tell the story of the youngest conversion
of which you have heard.
Have a f e w of the younger ones in the
congregation tell how they were saved.
Y O U N G PEOPLES' SERVICE
If into the Young Peoples' services that are
;onducted here and there, someone would step
ind ask the question: "What is the aim of
your young people's service?" the answers
would probably be as varied as there are congregations to ask. While this may be true,
yet it remains a fact that unless our reasons
for holding or attending such services a r e
what they should be, the results will not be as
fruitful as God would have them. Before we
discuss a few of the answers we might receive, let us.consider what is a young peoples'
meeting.
Our Young Peoples' meetings are generally
conducted in our church houses, which are
places that have been set apart by dedication
for the worship of Almighty God and such
things as pertain to the work and calling of
the church. And since our Young Peoples'
service does not deal with the business problems of the church and its work, it would then
become a service of worship.
Christ said to the woman of Samaria, "They
that would worship him must worship him in
spirit and truth." John 4:24. From this scripture as well as Paul's letter to the Galatians
we gather that true worship is in spirit and in
truth. Hence, is the necessity of living in the
spirit. Should we not have come to this place
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in our own lives, will we not ask God to bring
us to this experience until we do remember
the services which we attend a r e for worship?
To those who have a true vision of Young
Peoples' service and its purpose, the meeting
is no less a place to win souls and edify believers than are the Sunday School and church
services. Now let us note a few of the answers we might receive.
It is a place to train our young people for
Christian work by way of testimony, speaking
on assigned topics, developing leadership, etc.
This answer can readily be proved by the
countless ones which we hear from those who
are now filling other places in Christian work.
Yet, if God were having His way in their past
lives as He is now, they look back upon those
services as times of worship and the preparation and training which they received only
as an outgrowth of the periods of worship.
Some other person may say a Young Peoples'
service should be held, operated and controlled
by young people alone, giving them the privilege of using new methods, presenting new
ideas and advancing new theories, without
molestation by older or other members in the
congregation. A Young Peoples' service with
such aims or developments which lead this way
is certainly falling far short of its purposes
and reasons for existing.
Nearly all, if not all Young Peoples' services, with a Christian end in view owe their
origin to the church of whom it is a part, and
as such the same" relation which exists between the Young .Peoples' service and the
church. The illustration sometimes used to
exemplify this relation applies just as well
here as in Sunday School work. The parent
represents the church and in this case the
Young Peoples' organization the child.
This does not say new ideas and methods
will not be tried, but not at the expense of
unity and co-operation between the church and
the Young Peoples' organization. The young
people, though ambitious and energetic, will
seek to govern their Young Peoples' services
so as not to hinder or make the work of the
other services ineffective because of the nature of their services. Should it precede a
regular evening service the opposite ought be
true, the evening service being a little better
because the Young Peoples' service preceded it.
THE CONVERSION OF GEORGE
WHITEFIELD
George Whitefield, the great preacher, was
born in the county of Gloucester, England, on
16th December, 1714. During his early years
he was the subject of serious impressions, but
according to his own account they were not
sufficient to restrain the evil propensities of
his nature. At the age of sixteen he says: "I
began to fast twice in the week for nearly
thirty-six hours together, prayed many times
a day, received the sacrament every Lord's
Day, fasting myself almost to death all the
forty days of Lent, during which I did not
go less than three times a day to public worship, besides seven times to private prayers,
yet I knew no more that I needed to be born
again, born a new creature in Christ Jesus,
than if I never was born at all. Then by
God's grace Charles Wesley put a book in my
hand whereby God showed me that I must be
'born again' or damned."
This is a most extraordinary testimony,
showing how far a man may go and not be
saved. The words of the Lord Jesus are plain:
"Except a man be born again, he cannot see
the Kingdom of God" (John 3:8.)
After his conversion to God Whitefield became an eloquent and powerful preacher of the
Gospel. He is said to have preached over a
thousand times from the text. "Ye must be
born again," and to all kinds of audiences,
from the very roughest to that of the highest and noblest in the land. The effect of his
preaching was so remarkable that great audiences are described as being "drenched in
tears." "How can I help weeping," he said to
them, "when you have not wept for yourselves," and they began to weep.
May we quietly and earnestly put the following questions to ourselves. "I have preached to others, but have I been converted myself? If so, where was I converted? When
was I converted? How was I converted?" If
you are honest you will soon discover your
true state.—Sel.
B O O K S T H A T W I L L B E H E L P F U L IN PREPARING TALKS F O R Y O U N G
PEOPLE'S M E E T I N G S
Deeper Experiences of Famous Christians $1.50
Through the Eye Gate to the Heart Gate.. 1.00
Getting Things from God
1.25
Remarkable Conversions
1.00
Illustrative Object Lessons
1.25
Know Your Bible?
1.00
Go Till You Guess
1.00
Any of these books may be obtained from the
Publishing House.

Bible Memory Helpers
New Designs. Lithographed in Six Colors.
Written by Amos B. Wells

New Designs. Lithographed in Six Colors.
Written by Amos B. Wells
A set of six beautiful cards, 2%x61;4 inches, each one offering eighteen Bible references which hold the possibility of far
reaching helpfulness to folk suffering from
such maladies a s :
WOBBY
TROUBLE

SOBBOW
FAILURE

ANGER
DOUBT

Give them away to people that need them,
people in sorrow, people in trouble, worried
people, doubting people, and the like.
Use them yourself when assailed by any

of the six spiritual maladies which the prescriptions will cure.
Send the Prescriptions to the sick. Slip
them into your letters, especially if you think
any of your correspondents are in need of
them.
Use them as tracts to give to those you
meet. Use them as book marks in your
Bible, moving them from place to place until you are familiar with all the texts and
have even committed them all to memory.
Use the cards, one at a time, as rewards
for your Sunday School class.
These come in gift envelope with full directions for using them. One each of six
cards. Price 15 cents.

HELPS FOR S. S. TEACHERS
Arnold's Commentary
Arnold's Practical Commentary on the International Sunday School Lessons for 1932.
Rev. David Warner, A. M. Editor. Practical,

Bible Memory Helpers
These cards present a method of familiarizing one's self with the greatest passages of
the Bible. It is very simple, but results in a
considerable amount of Bible knowledge and
a taste for still more of the fascinating pursuit.
Each card has a. general subject and eighteen references titled in a way that will stimulate interest and aid memory.
SUBJECTS
Glorious Bible Promises
The Bible's Most Beautiful Chapters
The Most Precious Parables
The Most Wonderful Psalms
The Greatest Miracles of the Old Testament.
6. The Greatest Miracles of the New Testament.
These choice cards come packed one each
of six illustrated
cards in gift envelope.
Size 2%x6 1 / i inches.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Price per set 15 cents.

Bible Prescriptions

Spiritual, Illustrative.
This Commentary
has been issued annually for many years,
and has steadily and rapidly grown in favor.
Price, postpaid
$1.00
Peloubet's Select Notes, 1932
The W o r l d ' s
Greatest Commentary on the International Uniform
Sunday
School
Lessons. Increased
sales each y e a r
speaks conclusively of the help, inspiration anu practical value which
it gives to hundreds o f
thousands.
Price
$2.00
postpaid

Bible Prescriptions

Gist of the Lesson, 1932
By R. A. Torrey, D.D. A commentary on
the International S. S. Lessons. "To those who have
possessed and used former
issues that for this year
will need no commendation.
It is not only handy in
form but wondrously complete."—Christian Intelligencer. Flexible cloth.
Net
35c

How to Become an Efficient Sunday School
Teacher
By Wm. A. McKeever
An up - to - date
manual by a leading authority on
c h i l d - training.
P r o f e s s o r McKeever, w h o is
head of the Child
Welfare D e p a r t ment of the Kansas State University, is the author
of "Training the
Boy" and "Training the G i r 1."
Cloth, 12 mo...$1.50
Paper, 12 mo. .75

HOW TO BECOMIAN EFFICIENT SUNDAY
SCHOOL TEACHER

fe

'-•'I.

Pour-Minute Talks for Superintendents.
Every superintendent knows that in the
average Sunday morning program there is a
"between-time" period
in which usually nothing definite takes place,
but which could be
used to great advantage. This book meets
the situation in a most
happy fashion by supplying fifty-two fourminute talks, each one
snappy and inspiring.
They are entirely separate from the lesson,
thus furnishing a variety that does not tire
the mind. These talks
touch the commonplace
things and homely activities of every-day
living, in which the
great t r u t h s of God are found. Cloth
$1.00
Happy Hours for the Boys and Girls
By Rev. D. E. Lewis. A book for all who
have wanted to teach children and young
people by means of blackboard or slate work,
and who have never had access to plain and
easily workable suggestions for such teaching. A book for leaders of junior societies,
teachers, superintendents, pastors. Illustrated with diagrams
90c
Know Your Bible?
By Amos R. Wells. Attractive jacket.
136 pp. Cloth. Price $1.00. Containing 1500
questions and answers and 21 quizzes.
Dr. Wells has spent much time and great
care in the preparation of this volume and it
makes its appearance when the question and
answer method is particularly popular. It is
comprehensive, in that it covers the whole
range of the Bible, is not too difficult, and
will be used by many.

le 'nest uaiiioiis oj the World's Best BooK'

A BOOK YOU NEED

Samuel Morris
Prince Kaboo
A

REMARKABLE

/-^^

story — a Kru

Boy of W e s t Africa—the son of

an African King.
The story of his slavery, escape, con-

D u r a b l e , Flexible Bindings—will n o t b r e a k In t h e back.

those who object to carrying larger Bibles.
The Button Flap Binding gives an added advantage for slipping in and out of the pocket.
Size, 5'/2x3'/2 inches. Self-Pronouncing,
Clear Print
III5F.
French Seal
Leather,
overlapping
button flap, round corners, red under gold (CO C A

of a

M. E. Trotter ordered 1000 copies to be
given away, and said, "I T H A N K G O D I
E V E R R E A D IT."

No. 5804. Dark Blue Silk
Finished Cloth, with
blue edges, round corners, gold titles
No. 5809. Morocco Grained Binding,
overlapping covers, red under gold
edges, gold titles
1
No. 58I5RL.
Red Letter Edition.
French Morocco Leather, overlapping covers, round corners, red
under gold edges, head bands and
purple silk marker, gold titles with
the words of Christ printed in red

2i But that ye also
my affairs, and h
• Tych'i-cus, a belov
and faithful mini'

special meetings without first reading this
book.
The Revival in the Hawaiian Islands that
swept an entire community was started by
100 copies of this

wonderful

story.
W e know of no book that will inspire
people to live a holy, consecrated life, like
the story of Samuel Morris.
TO-DAY.
- Attractive

Cover

No. 4612. Morocco
Grained
Genuine Leather, overlapping covers,
gold titles, red under gold edges,
head bands and marker

SPECIAL O F F E R
2 0 Eor $ 1 . 0 0 p o s t p a i d
BUY THESE AND PASS THEM OUT

$4.00

INDIA PAPER EDITION
No. 630X. Genuine Morocco, overlapping covers, red under gold
edges, leather lined, silk head DJ7 A ( v]
bands and marker
V' •"

2.60
3.25

THE ONLY POCKET BIBLE WITH
COMPLETE HELPS
An entirely new Holman Bible combining all
the features essential for Bible study in a handy
pocket size, printed in Gem black-face type
as shown above and self-pronouncing, containing
Authorized Version Old and New Testaments.
Bible Study Course, showing portions to be
read in thirty-six lessons.
Treasury of Biblical Information.
A carefully compiled, thorough and attractive form of
valuable information.
Complete Concordance of many thousand references.
Four Thousand Questions and Answers on the
Bible and Mans in Colors.
All included in a Pocket Size Bible 4%x6'/2
Inches.
No. 5915. French Morocco Genuine
Leather, overlapping covers, gold fljo A A
titles, red under gold edges
«po«UU

Bible for Old Folks and the Home
Specimen of
\Solman
Some

Type
BibU

A

ND it can I
Isaac was
•were dim, so th J
called Esau hiij
' unto him, My
him, Behold, Jul
2 And he sail
old, *I know nol
jncaoibto Binding

Sample Copy, 10 cents postpaid

$1.60

ADVANCED
STUDENTS
BIBLE
With Concordance

Specimen
of Black
Print
In These
Bibles

A Kansas Preacher said he never begins

Printed

OW it came to pass
when, the judges
N
there was a famine in

W i t h Helps for Adults,
Teachers, Students a n d All
W h o Would Study the
Bible Intelligently
COMPACT SIZE.
4'/ix63/4 Inches
Containing Marginal References, also the new inclusive
Dictionary-Concordance in one
alphabet with illustrations. It
contains every needed assistance
to the Bible student, including a Dictionary, a Concordance, and a Subject Index ot
important topics.

God.

Neatly

Specimen
of Black
Print
in These
Bibles

TEACHERS
REFERENCE
BIBLE

and led thousands to a closer walk with

ORDER

saw.

4.00

University has thrilled thousands of lives,

scattering

C o n t a i n i n g : Colored I l l u s t r a t i o n s , B i b l e
Study Course, Four Thousand Questions
and A n s w e r s on t h e Bible, also t h e
following::
Size of Bible
HELPS TO SCRIPTURAL
4%x6'/2 inches
KNOWLEDGE
Clear, concise and comprehensive.
I Specially adapted to the needs of
the Sunday School Scholar, including a Complete History of the
Bible.
Synopsis of Each Book of
the Bible (very interesting).
Two Catechisms on Bible Subjects, including the Life of Christ.
Golden Text Treasury of Noble
J Scriptural Verses.
History of the Life of the Apostle
Paul.
Type—The outstanding quality of
Bible, \f
this bold-faced type is its legibility.
IT IS SELF-PRONOUNCING.

III5XF. Same as U I 5 F
printed on thin India
O KA
paper
India Paper Black Face Gem
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